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LAR GES T ENER G Y PR OJE C T 
A1-Can line gets 
joint approval 
the. El Paso plan, Senator 
Mike Gravel Dora. Alaska 
Indicated his beliof that 
Congress will accept the 
president's choice. 
With  Prime Minister 
Trudeau standing beside 
him, Cartec told reporters 
the 2,500 mile Aluka High- 
way pipeline, "'the largest 
single . private energy 
project, in history," is fur- 
thor evidence of the spiri¢ of 
co-operation between the 
two countries. 
WASHINGTON (CP)-. 
President Carter announted 
Thursday his official ap- 
proval o~ another historic 
construction project, a $10 
billion pipeline toca  srry 
Alaskan natural gas south 
through Canada along the 
Alaska Highway. 
His decision in favor of the 
Alaska Highway route, 
which was proposed •in 
Canada by Foothills .Pipe 
Lines Yukon Ltd. and in the 
U.S. by Alean Pipeline Co., 
appeared to doom the rival 
E! Paso proposal_ to move 
• the gas from Alaska by ship 
without crossing Canadian 
.territory. 
Shortly after Carter's 
announcement, a key 
congressional suPporter of 
Trudeau comoared the 
project with the building of 
the.St, Law~__ seaway, 
saying the pipeline will be 
even more important. He 
added that the two countries 
in a "spirit.of complete 
openness" on the pipeline 
isoue, 
An agreement in principle 
was reached in Ottawa last 
Friday between U.S. 
Energy Secretary James 
$chlesinger and Canadian 
House Leader Allan 
MacEachen..The Canadian 
c_abipet approved the 
although . their  Joint 
statement indicated that 
Canada had withdrawn_ its 
proposal that the line take a 
more costly route, throngh 
Dawson City,++ to. make. a 
possible future pipeline for. 
Canadian use less ex- 
pensive. 
There wna no immediate 
Reaction, page 2 
official confirmation of 
reports that Canada ako 
dropped .proposals to have 
the pipelineearry the cost of 
a.~O0 million Yukon socio- 
economic fund and to delay 
the construction start o 1981 
from 1979. 
I 
agreement Tuesday and 
Carter,s approval was 
announced .just after his 5 
minute discussion with 
Trndeau on Thursday. 
Neither leader gave 
details of the Canada U.S. 
agreement on the pipeline, 
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Letter carriers sign; 
sorters may+ follow 
OTTAWA (CP)- Post 
master -genera l .  Jean- 
Jacques Blais signed a 
contract Thursday with the 
Letter~ Carriers Unionof 
Canada.and saidthere have 
been some encouraging 
developments in the dispute 
with the Canadian Union of 
Postal Workers CUPW. 
"I hope that within a brelf 
period of time,.we'il be back 
at the bargaining table with 
CUPW," Blata said. 
But he said heis not going 
to elaborate until beth sides 
are "ensconsed in com- 
fortable, chairs with both 
feet firmly under the 
bargaining table."' 
Jean-Claude Parrot,  
president of  the 22,000 
member CUPW, said he did +. 
not think a detailed com- 
ment would "serve the best 
interests of our members o r  
the public." 
But be also expressed 
hope contract talks will 
resume shortly. 
CUPW and the post office 
attempted in May to start 
negotiations for a new 
agreement. Butthose talks 
broke off after an hour and 
therekave been no meetings 
since then: 
Old agreements, covering 
the letter .carr iers 'and 
CUPW, which represents. 
mail sorters and postal 
clerks, experied last June. 
The one-year contract 
signed Thursday by. the:i: 
letter carriers was reached 
without any slowdown~ or 
work stoppages. It provides 
an  eight percent salary 
increase plus a cost of living 
adjustment clause that 
applies when the inflation 
rate is more than six per- 
cent. 
If approved by the anti. 
inflation board, the contract 
willbring the toprate of pay inquiry into what it calls need for a royal corn- 
for a carrier with twoyear's incompetence and poor mission. 
experience to $13,678~ a administration at the post 
year .  Union president office. ~he problems .of the pest 
Robert Mcfiarr~ sa id  the • omce~/nd me umous hotua 
.... ear r ie r~=vO~:1~f~.~t  "~y+~admf l tod : th~ be.:'+~ worked:+ : out:f~ by 
in favor of lhe agreement, has been a serious loss of flmnngemeat nd the'heads 
CUPW also has called for .public onfidenceln the post of. the unions involved, 
a '.royal. commission of offlee, but he sald there is no McGarry said. 
NOBO.I) Y mVO WS 
Arms dump in Interior? 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. an Irish +Republican Army simultaneously in Canada 
(CP)-  RCMP.  here said ter~rist, and Ireland sometimein the 
Thursday they know nothing .In an interview, from a near future. 
of an alnged Protestant hideout somewhere in 
arms dump in the area. Quebec, Kennedy told a 
The charge .was made Vancouver reporter that he 
Wednesday by James  will •disclose concrete 
Kennedy, a man lm- evidence of the existence of • 
migration authorities say is the arms dump 
Fame sought by 
gum chewer 
- ESQUIMALT, B.C. (CP)- as there's nothing listed in 
Richy. Ma, thison's chewing the Guineas Book, but he 
lose its navur on the bed-. 'thinks he's set a new .one. 
pest overnight because he For new, he's just going to 
keeps it in his mouth, keep. on chewing .with. no 
.He parks it on the roof of particular target in mind. 
his mouth or between his 
teeth and upper lip while he 
sleeps and so far, he haan!t 
chocked or four it in his hair 
in the morning. . 
The12 year old resident of 
this.Victoria suburb has had 
a. piece of gum on the go 
since June 7 because he 
wants his name in the 
Gulnees. Book of Records. 
• He said Thursday that be 
! im tsure what he recordls, 
He only chews a small 
:lump of gum, hall a stick, 
and every three or four days 
be.adde another hall stick 
because the gum seems to 
wear away. 
.The grade 7 student says 
his teachers are sym- 
pathetic to  his record- 
:setting efforts, but then. he 
doesn't chew all the time 
.either. 
Kennedy, 37 ,  said by 
wpelih ce to be James McCann 
o is wanted for ettorist 
activities in Europe, was 
released from the Lower 
Ma in land  Reg iona l  
Correctional Centre Oakelis 
near Vancouver on aS,000 
haft while he appeals a July 
14 deportation order. 
• Kennedy; a .  declared 
member of Abe Sin Fein, the 
political wing: of the. IRA, 
said fun.running activities 
were occurring on the West 
and East Coast. of Canada. 
"There is still a major 
arms dump near Prhice 
George and the RCMP in 
Mission east .of Vancouver 
know about it," Kannnedy 
said. 
:'The RCMP are pursuing 
I ,  this inMission,. he said,. 
Police spokesmen .in 
Prince George and Mission 
denledlmowledge of such an 
investigation Thursday. A 
'Vancouver spokesman coped with phone calls from 
would only say that the news organizations in North 
police force strongly .denies America and England. 
that it is turning a blind eye She walked into the water 
to .any gun-running ac- at Dover just about dawn on 
tivities. Wednesday. Nearly20 hours 
Ittokes more than rain to sour Dawn.Coxford's en- 
thusiasm for softhaH. The Royal Bank pitcher t~ew the 
first ball in this weekend's crub tourney, but her 
• !ngenult~ didn't help.much. Her team lost 25 to 13 to 
Overwaltea in six innings. Before the game, home plate 
had to be excavated from the mud. Games schedule for 
the weekend tourney is on page 5. 
Coping with instant fame 
is nothing to Channel swimmer 
later, cut and bruised; she 
"crawled out" back up the 
same beach. 
Her two-way .swim gave 
her a.total of five Channel 
crossings, .equalling the 
record set in the 19e0's by 
Greta Anderson, a Dane 
from the U.S. 
'Tm coming back next 
year,". Cindy said. 
"Definitely." 
She wants the title. Queen 
of the Channel, which she 
shares with Anderson. She 
also want the England-to- 
France record -  eight 
hours and 56 minutes, held 
by Wendy Brooke of 
England. 
Cindy set out for that 
record -- she already holds 
the France'to'England 
mark'on the first leg of her 
swim. 
The worst part of her 
swim came as she ap- 
proached France, where 
waves battered her against 
the rocks. 
FOLKESTONE, England, 
(CP) --Cindy Nicholas, 20, 
of Toronto, spent nearly 20 
hours conquering the frigid 
waters of the .English 
Channel -- then fainted and 
sprained her right wrist in 
the warmth of her 
bathroom. 
She swam round triP, non- 
stop from Dover to Cap Fris 
Nez and back, something no 
other woman has ever.done. 
She slashed an incredible lO 
hours, five minutes off the 
men's record. 
. "I was in control all the 
//me," she.said. 
She admitted: "It hurt; it 
hurt a lot, but that's 
something you learn to live 
with.,' 
Cindy had been without 
sleep for. 40 hours as she 
spoke with reporters and 
SERIOUS DISCUSSIONS AT PICNIC 
Under new regulations, a
swimmer must walk clear of 
the water to qualify.. 
"I had trouble, getting, out 
and getting back in," Cindy 
said. 
Her. parents -- Jim and 
Vicky Nicholas --.were with 
her all the way iri the ac- 
companying .pilot' boat. 
"It was like Highway 401 
out there at night," her 
mother said. 
Cindy. said "some very 
large ships came very close. 
Some of the ferries seemed 
to want to give their 
passengers a close look." 
Eight hours of. her swim 
was. accomplished in 
darkness and Mrs. Nicholas 
said: "It's a ghrbage dump 
out there, with ships, boxes, 
bottles and seaweed. 
"And it wnscold. The air 
temperature was 57 and the 
water temperature was 62." 
Cindy's feat -- the record 
made• her an instant 
celebrity. 
One of the telephone calls 
she received was from Paul 
Martin, .Canada's High 
Commissioner to Britain, 
inviting her to dinner. 
Late editions of London 
afternoon newspapers ran 
her picture on the front 
page. 
Cindy, a t  five-foot-five, 
normally weighs 135 pounds 
but she put one 12 pounds 
before, her . sworn as 
protection against he chill 
water.. 
During her nearly 20 
hours, she "put on another 
five pounds" by snacking on 
chocolate bars, grapes, soft 
drinks and sausages. 
In addition to her deter- 
minsfion to return next year 
she has another goal in mind 
--swimming the turbulent 
she broke, 30 hours even, Strait of Jaun .de Fuca in 
was set .two years .ago by British Columbia, but that's 
Jon Erikson of Chicago -- somewhere in the future. 
Liberals will 'take some lumps' this winter 
OTTAWA (CP)- Finance dbpart: 
ment officials continued work 
Thursday on a new federal make- 
work program while Liberal MPs 
ended what one said were ,bleddy 
serious discussions" on the economy 
with a picnic in the nearby Gatineau 
Hills. 
.We realize we re going to have to 
take.some lumps this winter," said 
British Columbia MP Jack Pearsall 
L-Coast Chllcotin as Liberal MPs 
co~npleted morning talks on 
unemployment and other economic 
concerns. "There are just no easy 
solutions.', • • " ' 
/ 
The' Liberal meetings, part of a 
two-day private planning session 
prior, to a mid-October, opening of 
Parliament, .ended with an  af- 
ternoon picnic at Prime .Minister 
Trudeau's Harrington Lake, Que., 
summer retreat in the Gatineau 
Hills about 20 miles north of Ottawa. 
As it ended, Employment Minister 
Bud Callen said cabinet would sound 
out several Job creation options on 
Liberal MPs before adding to 
current federal plans to sink $458 
million into make.work projects 
before the accusting year ends next 
March 31.. 
Meanwhile, senior finance 
department officials, who drafted 
employment plans that .were 
rejected by.cabinet arlier thisyear, 
were working on new proposals 
ordered by the. govenrment.. 
They plan to.spend the weekend at 
another Gatineau Hills retreat 
drawing up a Job program thatwtll 
likely form part of the government's 
policy-previewing throne speech 
address read perhaps by the Queen, 
when Parliament resumes in Oc- 
tober. 
Cullen said any new program' 
would•have toget the blessing of the 
finance minister who replaces 
Donald Macdonald, the 45 year old 
for the Toronto riding of 
Rosedale who announced his 
resignation from cabinet earlier this 
week. 
Trudeau is said to have put a 
higher priority on plans to offset he 
steadily rising unemployment rate, 
it stood at 8.1 percent of the work 
.force in July, or 878,000 workers - 
than on the struggle to keep the 
country together in the face of 
threats, from Ren Levesque's 
separatist, government in Quebec. 
The. prime minister may give 
some indication of his government's 
plans for the unemployed ata news 
conference today. He returned to 
Ottawa on  Thursday from an 
overnight visit to. Washington to 
witness the signing of new Panama 
canal treaties and a meeting with 
President Carter. 
NDP Leader F_~ Broadbent has 
scheduled a meeting with reporters 
shortly before Trudeau's news 
conference, and officials in 
Broadbent's office say the NDP 
leader plans to launch another 
assault on the government's han- 
dling of the jobless ituation, 
Labor and business leaders,  
however, were cool to federal plans 
'for a consultative forum that might 
have developed ways to reduce 
unemployment. 
Government has become in- 
creasingly upset with business 
reluctance to use tax cuts offered in 
the last federal budget- Macdonald 
s an incentive to expand operations 
and create jobs. 
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THE ALCAN P IPELLVE:  , , 
L gest private energy project 
' It won't do anyt i i ing'- -Clark 
OTTAWA (CP)- A U.S.- meet Canada's energy The proposed route, 
Canada agreement.to build needs, Progressive Con- agreed to in principle in 
a natural gas pipeline along servative Leader Joe Clark Washington following a 
the proposed Alaska high- said Thursday. meeting between Prime 
wa~ route will do nothing to Minister Trudeau and 
'Yes it will' -- U,: ,'. 
SALEM, Ore. (AP)--The About 70 per cent of the who was out of the state and 
natural gas used in Gregon not available for comment. 
is imported from Canada, Competing. proposals 
which has dramatically would have bullt the gns line 
increased its rates. Some along the route of the 
President J immy Carter, 
provides no access to 
Caunda's gas reserves in the 
Mackenzie delta, Clark said 
through a spokesman. 
Construction of a pipeline 
would provide 'seine short- 
term economic benefits for' 
the northern region, Clark 
said,, but twould not 
alleviate the .problem of 
Canada's dwindling gas. 
supplies. 
At best, a Canadian line 
:i:; pipeline route chosen by 
President Carter to carry 
i~, Alaskan natural.gas to the 
: continental United States 
:: should relieve potential 
::: supply problems in the 
i:~ Pacific Northwest states, 
i i according to state and in- 
:~ dustry officials. 
• : "The Alaskan supp is 
i l going to relieve our supply 
:: picture somewhat," said 
!i! Janet McLennan, .Governor 
Bob Straub's administrative 
:: assistant for.. natural 
i~ ~ resources. 
,: She said .the pipeline 
:: "would provide a H l led  
:: western leg which would 
i~ give us some access to gas 
that is independent of 
Canada." 
El 
observers also worry the existing Alaskan oil pipeline would not be built until 
Canadian supply might be to the state's outhern coast, sometime in the mid to late 
withheld or reduced when where the gas would be 1980's. 
current contracts expire in the West Coast b~ Rhin. W h • t h e r C a n a d a ' a 1989. . liquefied and transported to Clark said he is concerned 
The route selection an- Firm disappointed 
nounced Thursday by 
carter and Prime Minister 
Pierre Turdeau of Canada is HOUSTON (Reuter) -- An El Paso said the proposed 
a $10. billion pipeline from El Paso Co. spokesman said pipeline "commits .this 
Alaska's gas-rich North Thursday the firm was country to a multi-billion 
Rlope to Fairbanks, then disappointed, by President dollar project favoring 
across Canada along the Carter's decision favoring a Canada with enforceable 
Alaska Highway. gas pipeline.across Canada guarantees regarding 
because it !'ignores.benefits matters of the utmost im- 
to the U.S.inherentin a  all- portance in the protection of 
The Canadian route has American system, the total public interest." 
been endorsed by Straub, 
Paso has i its battle 
WASHINGTON (CP) " 
Senator Mike Gravel of 
Alaska, .one of the key 
congressional dvocates of 
the El Paso plan to ship 
natural gas from Alaska, 
said Thursday that El Paso 
supporters have lost their 
battle. 
In a statement issued 
shortly after President 
Carter announced approval 
of the r ival  Alaska Highway 
project,, the Democratic 
senator indicated his belief 
that there .is no chance 
Congress will over-rule the 
president. 
Under terms of special 
U.S. legislation on the 
pipeline issue, Congress has 
60 days to accept .or reject 
the president' decision. 
Gravel saw some minor 
success in the fact that the 
Alaska Highway project 
received U.S. and Canadian 
approval rather than 
another cross-Canada 
alternative -- the Arctic gas 
plan -- that would have 
involved little construction 
in Alaska. 
"We apparently .gave 
partially lost the Alaska gas 
line. I say partially because 
there will still be some 70- 
odd miles of pipeline built in 
Alaska and it wil l  serve the 
second-largest city in 
Alaska." 
Gravel. also noted that 
Alas~mns won an earlier 
political battle concerning 
Alaskan oil. An oil pipeline 
was built across Alaska and 
the oil is being moved by 
ship from Alaska's south 
coast, just as El Paso 
proposed to do with the 
I 
natural gas. 
"I: am not terribly 
gratified with the decision 
today but I think that on 
balance ifwe had to win just 
one, we won the right one, 
two, or three years back." 
An aide to Gravel 
predicted that the. Alaska 
Highway project will easily 
win congressional pproval, 
aided by a solid bloc of 
Midwest representatives 
who want it because a cross- 
Canada pipeline will deliver 
the Alaskan gas directly to 
their states. 
negotiators have adequately 
protected the national in- 
terest "and obtained the 
benefits for .Canada to which 
we are. entitled." 
Clark hoped these con- 
cerns could be laid to rest 
when precise details of the 
agreement between the two 
countries are released, 
possibly within a few days. 
WASHINGTON (AP) -  
With the ink barely dry on 
the new Panama canal 
treaties, Ronald Reagan 
and ether conservative 
opponents opened a cam, 
paign Thursday to block 
U.S. Senate ratification of 
the pacts. 
Reagan said the 
agreement to turn the canal 
over to the Panamonians 
will weaken the U.S. as an 
international power  and 
increase chances .that the 
Panamanians will seize 
control of the waterway 
before the year 2000, when 
U.S. control is to end.. 
"There is no way this will 
be seen as magnanimous," 
the former California 
governor said. "It will be 
seen as a further retreat by 
the United States." 
Reagan's testimony 
before a Senate Judiciary 
subcommittee hearing 
cameas the two chief U.S. 
negotiators for the treaties 
,were tostifying before a 
U.S. senat,  gears for 
Panama Canal fight 
House of Representatives 
international relations 
committee. 
Sol Linowitz and 
Ellsworth Bunker said 
Congress will be asked to 
approve $345 million in 
econlmic aid for Panama, 
including $50 million for 
canal defencas. 
Asked what he U.S. would 
get in. return for the aid, 
Linowitz said: "The most 
important thing we get is 
enhanced assurance of an 
open, accessible, secure 
canal." 
With the leaders of 26 
visiting countries looking 
on, including Prime 
Min is te r  T rudeau,  
President Carter and 
Panamanian President 
Omar Torrijos signed the 
treaty Wednesday night, 
culminating 13 years of 
negotiations. 
During his unsuccessful 
run for the Republican 
presidential nomination last 
~vear T Reagan raised the 
canal issue and criticized 
former president Gerald 
Ford's attempts -- now 
completed by President 
Carter-- to negotiate a new 
treaty. 
Ford is supporting the 
treaties and was present for 
the signing c.eremony. He 
predicted Thursday that he 
Senate ratification vote "is 
going to be very, very 
close.., it's going to be a 
tough fight." 
The four wilnessos who 
testified Thursday before 
the Senate subcommittee 
are opposed to the treaty. 
All senators, including 
subcommittee chairman 
Winter will be tough 
say farmers 
LEWISTON, Me. (AP)- 
Keep your long johns handy 
- the Farmers' Almanac 
says the coming winter is 
going to be a bitter one. 
"For 1977-78, .we show 
another rough winter, with 
cold and snow aplenty 
although not as bad as the 
winter just past," says the 
almanac's 161st annual 
edition, just off the presses. 
The venerable publication 
was right on target last year 
when it forecast "a big, bad 
winter," for the United 
States,. followed by a~ 
t |  " - ' scorchingly, hot summer. 
"We predicted it first," 
says almanac editor Ray 
longer than the U.S. 
National .Weather Service, 
says Gelger, who rarely 
passes up an opportunity for 
a good natured jab at the 
government run bureau. 
"We call them a "non- 
prophet" agency," he says. 
, Despite the almanac's 
warning of a cold and snowy 
winter,, its long-range 
prognostications offer the 
prospect of relief from 
extremes of heat and cold. 
The summer of 1978 will 
be moderate and more 
pleasant and in another year 
or. two there will be a mild 
winter, Gelger says, 
In addRion to weather 
James Allen (Dem. Ala.), 
who appeared for the 
hearing are conservatives 
whohave said they will vote 
against ratification. 
"L  
In his testimony, .Reagan 
said student radicals in 
Panama have already said 
they will continue to 
demonstrate as long as 
there is a U.S. presence, 
with or without a treaty. 
H Panamanian leaders 
• are pressed by .radicals to 
ignore the treaties, there is 
nothing toprevent  
Panamanian leaders from 
seizing control, he said. 
GOOD OL ' JIMMY! 
GOOD OL' PIERRE/ 
.WASHINGTON ,(CP)- 
Jimmy and Pierre, as U.S. 
President Jimmy Carter 
and. Canadian Prime 
Minister Pieree Trudeau 
!call each other socially, 
appear to be cementing the 
friendship established 
earlier this year. 
The two government 
leaders went out of their 
co.operation exhibited in 
negotiations • leading to 
agreement on a northern 
pipeline. 
Both said the talks bad 
taken place in that spirit and 
could only help bring the two 
counties closer together. 
The U.S. president 
praised him as a world 
way at a news conference leader and. said. that as a 
Thursday to thank, each new man in office he bad 
other for the friendship and much to learn from Trudeau 
who has..been Canadian 
prime minister since 1968. 
"I want to re-emphasize 
my thanks to you, Pien~e for 
your friendship and co. 
operation," Carter. said at 
the end of the session. 
'Tm grateful for these 
final 'words," Trudeau 
replied. "H  I can help you 
with your electors at some 
point I'd like to do so," he 
added Jokingly. 
I 
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This weekend, ive her a rind for U¢ or less. 
Whisper sweet nothings into 
her ear for practically nothing. 
Because B.C.Ters long distance 
weekend rates let you dial direct 
(112) to most places in British 
Columbia* between 5 p.m. Friday 
and 5 p.m. Sunday for just 35¢ 
or less per minute (minimum 
charge 23¢ per call). 
So cuddle up on the phone 
this'weekend. 
And engage in some 
sparkling ~ i ~  ~ 
conversation. 
 B.C.TEL 
• Rate does not apply on calls from the OK Tel area,•coln tel, motel, hotel and to some Northern points not se~ed by B.C, Tel. 
SERVICE 
SPECIAL 
EXPIRES, 
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SHOCK ABSORBERS 
notmoreUmn 
/,J Install two SURE TRACKERS 
heavy duty AW aeries ~s  7 Motorcralt shock absorbers 
front or roar 
pw Inspect front and rear suspension .7"  
all springs ~ I 
steering assernbly / ]~ 
steeflngllnkage / ~/  
Installation i cluded ~ /  
Passenger cars and light rucks 
AW series heavy.duty shock absorbers ~ #, 
carry a life-t me gtmrantee, ~ 
Feiger, 67, who obtains his 
forecasts from Harry Buie, 
a retired astronomer and 
school administrator in 
Inverness, Fla. 
"He uses a secret for- 
mula, passed own since the 
almanac was founded in 
1818," says Geiger. "It',, 
based on sunspots, the 
position of the planets and 
the tidal action of the 
. I I Ioon," 
The almanac has been 
issuing forecasts 52 years 
inforamtion, this year's 
almanac is filled with the 
usual .blend of homespun 
homilies, one-lone jokes, 
inspirational essays and 
recipes, includes ones for a 
"concrete" pecan pieand 
hot tuna dogs." 
Geiger's 48 page 
to be confused with the 185 
y~,ar old Old Farmers 
Ahnanac, is sold to banks 
and other businesses, which 
distribute it free to their 
customers, 
90 DAYS O RI 
4000 MILES 
DEPARTMENT 
THEY'LL KEEP YOU GOING ., • 
TERRACE TOTEM FORD SALES LTD. 
4631 KEI111 I"r.RRAOF., B J). 635.49M 
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Collision 
,no accident 
says hang glider 
By DONNA VALLIERES 
" Herald staffwHter 
A. hang-gliding accident 
outside Terrace which sent 
one glider pilot to hospital 
last week may have been the 
result of eareleseness onthe 
part of the two pilots in- 
" volved. 
• Dave Toop, a local gliding 
instructor who was at the 
scene of the mishap, said the 
gliders were flying too close 
together and existing air 
conditions caused the mid- 
air collision. 
Ed Morris, a 96 year old 
logger, suffered a broken 
ankle, four broken ribs and 
a broken jaw after his craft 
collided with another glider 
flown by Cst. Randy C~ur- 
tsin, 21, of the Terrace 
I~MP. Morris is still in 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
"I feel there was a little 
neglect on both parts," Toop 
said. He said the two were 
close enough to talk to each 
other before they collided 
about 3,063 fett above the 
landing site and 300 feet 
from the nearest mountain 
surface. 
Teop said hang-glider 
accidents are extremely 
rare and there has been only 
one other accident of this 
typet0  have occurred 
anywhere in Canada since 
the sport began. 
Pilots do not need a 
license to fly the winged 
crafts, but there are 
iralning courses available to 
teach them safety 
precautions. 
"All we can do is suggest 
that .people take these 
training coqrses," Toop 
said. 
The gliding instructor, a 
member of the Skeena 
Hangliders Association, 
~id be is hoping a rating 
system will be set. up for 
Thornhill Mountain, the 
take-off point for local 
gliders, meaning that 
gliders using the site should 
have a certified rating. 
"It's the only way we can 
enforce people to fly 
properly," be said, although 
he admitted even then 
unauthorized gliders could 
not be stopped. 
The two pilots involved in 
the accident were aiso 
members of the local club. 
• Curtain, who escaped 
injuries, stated both he and 
Morris have about 30 hours 
flying time in gliders 
launched off Thornbill 
Mountain. 
Dave Neil, a civil aviation 
inspector with the 
Ministryof Transport in 
Vancouver, said he doesn 
not know if this particular 
accident will be in- 
vestigated, although if 
serious injury or death had 
occurred.they would do so. 
Neff said he was surprised 
that two gliders were in the 
same air space. 
"They're supposed to be 
looking out for each other,". 
he said. 
Nell said the hang-gliders 
are a self-regulaling body 
although the ministry of 
transport does recognize 
them as aircraft. 
.The MOT does control all 
air space, though, and Neff 
stated that the airways 
dsparlment is reviewing its 
policy on hangiiders. 
Travelling 
evangelists here 
Ter~ltorlal evangelists 
MaJo~ Edith and George 
Qarl~ will hold services 
Satu~ay through Tuesday 
at the Salvation Army hall, 
Watsh St. 
Cal~taln Bill Youn~ the 
local Army head, smu the 
travelling evangel/sts were 
appointed to tour Canada 
and. Bermuda speaking at 
various halls on a circuit 
that akes tWo or three years 
to complete. 
During their tour in the 
northwest corner of B.C., 
the Clarke's will also visit 
Prince Rupert, Simpson, 
Edith Cia/'ke 
Hazelton, Prince .George 
and other communities. 
Meeting times are at 7:30_ 
p.m. Saturday, Monday and 
POLICE 
• NEWS 
Kitimat vandals like to 
throw stones at glass 
houses. 
RCMP answered a clal to 
the district green house 
!Thursday mornln. During 
!the night vandals had 
!broken 17 panes of glass and 
several flower pots. 
Damagewas estimated at 
~00. 
Radar Construction Ltd., 
16 9. Third St,, reported 
thieves had syphoned 
gasoline from company 
trucks parked in the lot 
overnight. 
An overseas visitor to 
Kitlmat may not be aware 
that he has a problem. 
' A .Danish passport 
belonging to Spend Ange 
! Faistensen was foundnear 
the Kitimat Pest Office and 
turned in to RCMP. 
Evistensen entered the 
country September 2 at 
Vancouver. 
George Clarke 
Tuesday evenings with 
servicesat 11:15 a.m. and 2 
p.m. Sunday. 
George Clarke was born in 
Cobourg, Ontario and 
educated in Kinston. He 
served in Canada's forces in 
World War. II before en- 
tering training for Salvation 
Army officers, at William 
Booth Memorial Training 
College in Toronto. 
In 1946 he was com- 
missioned as an:0fficer and 
held. various appointments 
in Nova Scotia, .Quebec, 
Alberta and Ontario. Mrs. 
Clarke completed her 
training and was com- 
missioned in. 1946. 
The Qarkes and their 
daughter Jane were ap- 
pointed as national 
evangelists .in 1967 and 
began travelling the country 
conduct ing c rusade  
meetings, TV and radio. 
programs plus rallies and 
youth gatherings. The team 
also toured parts of the U.S. 
and Great Britain. 
The Clarkes worked in a 
ministry in downtown 
Toronto for four years as 
outreach evangelists before 
being appointed in 1.073/aS 
evangelists for Canada and 
Bermuda, 
The Army's other 
evangelist for the same 
territory, Major Bill Clarke, 
is not related to the Clarkes. 
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Spellbound by/he sly wolf, Little Red Riding Hood still has great difficulty the background, will be showing Saturday at noon and 2 p.m. while the Little 
believing her good grandmother can really have such big ears. The classic Theatre holds its open house. RCMP constable is played by Lyle Petch with 
children,s tory, rewritten by director Jane Patch, who plays the cowering cat In Riding Hood played by BrendaTaft and the nefarious wolf by Peter Simpson. 
Open house at Terrac.e Little Theatre 
Terrace Little Theatre will begin its 
25th consecutive season with an open 
house this weekend. 
Doors will be open at 12 noon on 
Saturday for a performance ofLittle Red 
Riding Hood especially for the children. 
The play will feature the original cast who 
put on the fairy tale earlier this year 
:except for Jennifer Langley who will be 
~. rsplaced by Brenda Taft. 
A second performance will be held at 2 
p.m. 
Coffee will be served upstairs in the 
Green Room throughout the afternoon. 
Saturday evening at 8 p.m. will be a 
performance by Ken Jon Booth~ of Prince. 
Rupert, who will present "Mark Twain in: 
Person," an entertaining evening of Mark/ 
Twain humour. There will be no charge 
for this. performance, but because of Person." Again, free tickets can be 
be available at McCall •Real Estate. picked up from McColl Real Estate. 
Following the performance a social wi l l  Coffee will be served during in- 
be held upstairs in the Green Room. termiesions. 
Everyone is invited to come upstairs to 
meet Little Theatre members. The Sunday evening at8 p.m. there will be a 
membership chairman will also be on coffee house. Admission is free. 
"~..~,,~, ~.. han~l otake new membership. ' '..E~ety~ode iS'invited to drop in to the 
p.m. :on:Sunday there (vfil- l~ Ter~ce'~Httle~Thcatre building at 3625 
another performance of "Mark Twin in Kalum during the open house. 
Vancouver's Marine Building: art deco with class 
There's a wealth of tourist 
sights and attractions in 
Vancouver and many may 
feel they've seen them all, 
but then, thee is the Marine 
Building. 
Dwarfed by concrete and 
glass, thermo-regulated 
highrise office bui ldings 
around, it stands at 
Hastings and Burrard. 
When.it was completed in
Story hours 
begin again. ,  
Story hours at the library will begin again this 
Saturday. The weekly sessiou is at ! p.m. in the library 
arts room. Allchildren.are welcome Pre-registration is 
not required. ':::. 
Story hours especially t0~;~e-school children will be 
Tuesday mornings. A six~v~ek session will start next 
Tuesday. Pre.registor your pre-schooler by phoning the 
library at 638-8177 . . . .  
Jaycees week 
starts tomorrow 
Heraldstaff 
Terrace Jaycees will be 
celebrating national ~ Jaycee 
Week beginning,, this 
Saturday. 
The local group, char- 
tered on April 13/1953, has 
long been at the forefront of 
community and individual 
development. 
They have been per- 
formingsuch civic dutiesas 
sponsoring and presenting 
the all-canadiates forum for 
municipal, provincial and 
federal elections affecting 
Terrace and the area. 
The Terrace Jaycees also 
provide ashowcase for local 
and regional commercial 
and financial cancerns 
through the Pacific Nor- 
thwest Tradefair held an- 
nually. 
'In sports,, the Terrace 
Jaycees have the Com- 
mercial Hockey Tour, 
usment with teams from all 
over the province par- 
tlcipating. 
Courses in leadership, 
parliamentary procedure, 
committee management 
and effective speaking are 
sponsored bY the Javcees. 
, t 
not only for members but for 
any interested individual. 
Tereace Jaycees are one 
of only two units in North 
America to meet all the 
requirements of the In- 
{erna.t ional  Jaycee  
Organization for seven 
years in a row. The other 
club, the Hamilton, Ontario 
Jaycees, have a mem- 
bership of 109, while 
Terrace has only 33 
members. 
The Terrace Jaycees have 
recently been approached 
by the Skeena Manpower 
Development Committee, 
on behalf of various levels of 
guvenrment,, o produce a 
transportation guide for 
northern B.C. The Jaycees 
have undertaken this 
project with great en- 
thusiasm, and should have 
the guide available' in late 
fail. 
Men between the ages of 
19 and 39 who would like to 
stimulate their individual 
development and create a 
better community can 
'contact George Clark, 
Terrace Jaycees, at 635- 
2281 or 635-7698. 
1930 it ~was Western own, are a lasting 
Canada's tallest building at monument o Vancouver, 
25 storeys. But even then, it the harbour city. 
wasn't the size that really The massive entrance 
gave the Marine Building its shows the sun. setting in the 
unique character. Itwas the west witha ship entering the 
care that went into con- harbour in the foreground, 
strncting it a special sort of symbolic of Vancouver's 
care. role as "gateway to the 
The next time you board a orient". 
plane for the old world, Through the revoling 
looking forward to in- 
specting all those famour 
monuments and ar- 
chitecture, thinkof this: a 
most accomplished and 
complete example of the 
"Art Deeo" style in the 
world is located in Van- 
couver. Yes, the Marine 
Building. 
What's "Art Deco"? It 
was a style of decoration 
prevalent in the 1920's and 
1930's that was very ornate, 
intricate and beautiful. It's 
characterized by zig-zag ! : "  
and geometric .ornament. ;~'  
The Marine Building has it ~!~ 
in abundance. 
It was called the Marine !iil l i 
Building because of the type i 
of businesses located there: ~ 
trades invoDing shipping. ,~ 
The intent of the building's 
design was to •compliment 
merchant raders! 
~ sea motif is 
e~ywbere.  
q~e building's entire 
length is covered b.y a wave |g j  
of seahorses and marine 
life. 
By the imposing entrance 
archway, a gargoyle-like 
ornamentation depicts the 
bow of a ship, the face on the 
prow reminding us, 
perhaps, of the sea's 
relentlessness. 
The sculpture of the upper 
arch shows marine plant life 
while at the sides are mural 
panels of famous sailing 
ships that came to British 
Columbia's coast: Drake's 
Golden Hind in 1577; 
Quadra's Sonora in 1775; 
Cook's Resolution in 1778; 
and finally and inevitably, 
Vancouver's Discovery. 
On the right hand side is 
depicted the Empress of 
Japan, the Canadian Pacific 
liner, which for many years ~ ....... 
plied her way across the  ~'~'~ 
Pacific to the Orient. ,.~ 
• These panels, on their '!'~" 
entrance doors you walk 
into an unusually high and 
spacious concourse. You 
almost feel you're in a 
famous cathedral and must 
speak in a whisper and 
furtively snap your pictures. 
Even the lighting is 
unique. Indirect 
illumination comes from the 
prows of ships. The waits 
are finished in green-and- 
blue-tinted tile, again 
seggeativ~ of the sea, and 
the high beamed ceiling 
further intimates the 
vaulted spaciousness of a 
cathedral. Even the floor is 
finished uniquely - built of 
cork and depicting the signs 
of the Zodiac! 
i 
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: More control, 
.. promotion 
and less red tape 
VANCOUVER (CP)- More government en- 
~.agement ,  increased Canadian ownership and less 
k~eci tape are among the suggestions being offered at the 
tish .Columbia Economic Symposium by panelists 
ussing ways of expanding the province s economic 
: Don Duguid, president of the B.C. Development Corp., 
told the meeting that B.C. needs trong encouragement 
from the federal government, which has yet to take the 
i~tr0ng stand needed to let the province expand its 
resource development and move into other s~ondary 
interest. 
i "The excessive .federal tax situation is discouraging, 
and .the. seeming inability of our central government to
make firm decisions without endless judieial~hearmgs, 
studies, task forces sub-committees often render major 
projects non-competitive and place an almost impossib, le
burden on our province," be said. 
Among the projects he suggested could be developed in
B.C .  are electro-metallurgical reduction facilities, ex- 
pansion of ports in Vancouver, Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert and a stronger agricultural - base. 
MLA Gary Lank NDP Vancouver Centre the provincial 
opposition's economic development critic, that govern- 
ment power and bureaucracy are becoming more cen- 
tralized at greater cost to the business community. 
To encourage economic growth here, Lauk suggested 
and corporation taxes and in taxes paid by enterp..ris~ .of 
200 employees or less, setting up apprenncesmp 
programs for local businesses and a revival of the B.C. 
Development Carp's loan program for community 
businesses. 
Dr. P.C. Treszell, president of Tochwest Enterprises 
Ltd., said that asa rosouce-~'ich country, Canada should 
turn to developing sophisticated technology in its own 
areas of concern. He mentioned transportation, com- 
munications, raw-materials processing and possibly. 
nuclear power. 
"This probahly will mean.steering support to selected 
Canadian companies," he said. 
• "In an attempt to strengthen Canadian controland 
buy into foreign owned Canadian manufacturing, con- 
sideration may be given to a tax rebate, ay of 10 to 15 
percent, to companies with over 75 percent Canadian 
ownership." 
Sandy Sheinin, of Coppers and Lybrand, chartered 
accountants, said Canada's chaotic tax system has cost 
the country vast amounts of money in time and effort put 
in by management to figure it out, and in lost business 
opportunities deferred because of the uncertain tax 
conditions. 
The resource sector is the one that has suffered most 
from the constant changes in tax laws, Sheinin said. 
"There is little doubt hat the Canadian resource tax 
system has changed more over the past few years than in 
any other country in the free world. Quite frankly, it has 
been bush league." 
In another address at the sumpesium, Flo Whynard, 
people of the Yukon are holding their breath waiting for 
a final go-ahead on construction ofa gas pipeline along 
the Alaska Highway. 
.She told the symposium that the district is "waiting for 
Jimmy Carter to drop the other shoe," approving the 
pipeline. 
~X'ha Yukon wants the project o go through but is aware 
of its potentially disrupting effects on its population and 
wealth, she said. 
"We are infor a big development if hat route is chosen. 
The economic effects of this and other developments will 
be felt on the B.C. side of the border as well." 
Chamber of Commerce, continues today and Friday. 
01~ Oe~,enml Prom $1m4ko~ ~' / /~  
"1 hope you used warm water. I don't want to 
listen to those things chattering all night." 
UNITED NATIONS CP-U.S. President his jibes at foreign countrios with barely a normally on that basis. . young administrations, rather than 
Carter now~n theeighth month of his mention in the newspapers. Diplomats here privately questionee diplomatic retreat. 
office, has shifted subtly from open to quiet and traditional diplomacy in his One consequence of the new appreaea Cater's wisdom in pressing the human There also may be recognition, often 
dealings with foreign powers, has been a gradual improvement in fights issue on the eve of, the SALT expressed by di.'p.lomats bar.e, tl~at so- 
No longer heard are the public Soviet-American relations, which went negotiatians, uggesting it was imposible • for the Soviet Union to agree to arms talks called open aipmmacy often rorces 
demands, o often expressed just after his sour at mid-year as a result of Cater'Is parties in a dispute to assume inflexible 
inaugration last Januuary, for better criticism and his sending of a letter of in the face on American pressure on an public postions and creates a deadlock 
observance of human rights in other support to a prominent dissident in issue as sensitive to the Kremlin as that of rather than encourages 'negotiation. 
countries-in the Soviet Union in par- Moscow. 'the Moscow dissidents. 
ticular. He ahs quietly eased on public That action prompted the Soviet Union Brezhnev has turned down a Carter The easing of pressure from Wahington 
suggestions and proposals for a Middle to reject proposals advanced by Carter proposal that the two men get together in has been accompanied by progress in 
East peace settlement, for the nuclear arms limitation talks a meeting in August to explore means of Soviet-American arm talks and the two 
His UN amb~sadoa, Andrew Young, SALT, and stirred Communist Party overcoming the impasse between their they have found the basic for negotiatians 
also appears to have softened his own Leader Leonid Brezhnev publicly to so- two countries, on a new nuclear test ban treaty. 
ooce-stridant human right campign, cuse the Soviet internal affairs and Warn Washington offieals are said to have Negotiations are expected to start in • October. 
Yo-n~, often indiplomatic hot water for" that it is "m~;h|nknble" that relatio~R characterized the new Carter appr~cb as 
•  voIcE OFI 
 IEADERSJ 
" Labors role 
The Labor. Day editorial with employers. Unless the 
' ~. as reported .in the Terrace taxpayer pays for the 
• ~ Herald entitled, "Labor's the employers insist on 
~ New Role," raises some hiring skilled workers from 
serious doubts as to whether Europe and Asia assisted by 
thenew editorialstaff o the the department of im- 
!i~i ii Herald has done much migrations' policies to the 
research into union ac- detriment of Canadian 
, " ~ ~ tivities, workers. 
i While the  Labour Your comments regar- 
~ movement obviously can cling labor's involvement in 
stand improvement and social change, in en- 
L ' critique, in some areas the vironmental issues, /in 
articleis aturated with half essense a meaningful 
i.! truths and worse, lifestyle, further displays 
~[~ ~T Today's workers do in- your total ignorance of the 
lilt ..'." . t deed need wage settlements trade union movement. 
". i to  keep abreast  of the What about the $150,000 
~ spiralling cost ofliving. Itis study by Alcan workers? 
ludicrous to suggest that What about the area labor 
• .. bargaining should only be council's involvement on 
discussions to keep up. with issues such as the Pearse 
• the rising cost of living, Commission, land claims 
when in fact wage-controls and at the present a major 
. .  ~ are pegged four percent participatn i  the Thompson 
below the inflation rate, at a Oil Port Inquiry? What 
about the extended • " " '  a time when multinationals 
and other large employers educat ion programs 
• .&." o" are. reaping unlimited through the Northwest 
profits. An example is the College with a full calendar 
'" " I Ford Motor Co. balance of courses in sociology, 
~ ~  sheet showing aprofit of $1.3 economics , i0dnstrial 
• " billion, by one year's democracy and dozens of 
. . " .-. production of rusty vehicles other courses designed for 
• ~ sold to the consumer, i.e., the union workers? 
"the worker." To reiterate, your 
" We do agree with your editorial is,littla~m0re~than 
. . . . .  statement that workers are the~p,s.ua~b~u~i~.~L~l~Y 
management as .an. ex-: it p~~He~.~.~.  Pa 'r~ '~~'Qn~"f l : t  
' i tension of the machinery bY 'i 
.... which:to produce profits, to then" bdve~tis~rs to exert an 
' NEWPLANES COMING the gold plated salt mines, efforts to destroy trade 
A few shifts in the pot-lines, unions. 
the asbestos or copper . Except for this reply to - Nuclear weapons on way out mines,.or even choker keep the ~cord straight, we setting in the bush may well find orb'selves too busy 
tarnish the gold plating in doing the things that your 
the eyes of your editorial editorial indicates we are for Canadian Forces writer, not do ingtoengugein a As to job-training lengthy running debate 
programs, apprenticeship, through your 
By STEPHEN SCOTT t ra in ing ,  etc., the upions are Press Committ~e 
O'ITAWA (CP)- Canada will get planes. Highly-sophisticated con- proposals, aid there is urgent need in a continuous struggle 
Hd of the last of its nuclear vantional rockets now do the job for replacement. 
nextfew years when it spends about without ~he fallout. Blaze will speed $2 billion for new fighter planes. The officials, briefing.rep0rters on Because money supply is tight, 
how they hope to get a new fighter officials are seeking a so called off 
Defence officials said this week now that six producers have been the shelf plane that needs little or no modification .to satisfy unique | 1 
the new fighters they are after will s l ~ u d y  have no nuclear capability, asked for proposals, emphasized Canadian remfiremenis. 
that Canada must have Sow fighters 
by 1983 to replace the Voodoos and Canada's fighter requirements are unique because the new aircraft . NANAIMO, B.C. (CP)- 
The country spent millions con- the Starflghters and eventually the Environment Minister Jim He said the study was 
vetting its CF-104 Starfighters CF-5 Freedom Fighters used for must defend sovarelgimty now done 
serving in Europe to conventional- troop support in Canada and nor- .defend air space and attack ground thatNielsenstudysaidof allWednesdaYbulk fuel miilion°rdered fireafterearlier.the $3.5in
weapon troop support roles from them EuroPe. pesitionsineentralEuropen'owdone storage.facilitisa in Bri~h summer which .destroyed 
nuclear roles starting about four They said.it will cost about $500 Columbia has been ordered warehouse facilities at by Starfighters and support troops in 
years ago. million to keep the Voodoos and Norway after flying across the by the provincial govern. Ogden Point in Victoria. 
But the CF-.101 Voodoos used in Starfighters flying unt i l  1983 Atlantic now done by 'Freedom ment. 
North American retained their because of the difficulty of finding Fighters. Nielsen said in an in- The cua~eof Wednesday's 
nuclear capability and the U.S. parts and maintaining the outmoded terview at.the scene of the fire which destroyed bulk 
owned nucloar ockets for theplanes aircraft. Offieiaiseonoede the requirement mult i -mi l l ion dol lar storage facilities belonging 
still are stored at some Canadian may be such that it may be cheaper waterfront fuel depot fire to Chevron Canada Ltd. and 
bases. Bri Gen Paul Manson, head of and more efficient to buy two types Wednesday, that the blaze Shell Canada Ltd. has not 
Military officials said nuclear the gnter-departmental group in of  aircraft, although this. would wsuldundoubtedly speedup yet been determined. 
weapons are outmoded for downing charge of seeking and investigating cause severe loss of flexibility, the study. 
' : [ Business spotlight ] 
INaF  OVS SUP  
Million- dollar machines march down C.N. track 
_ V..ANCO .UVER CP.- canadian National .Despite the problems, Whitman said, The old track was ripped out, dropped on the cranes.to travel over lengths of rail 
~,auways ass completes a $50-a-foot, 42 his crew ground through the canyon at a fiat cars, roues away. and a machine to push the new rails ahead 
mile march down .the Fraser Canyon to rate of up to 4,930 feet a day, leaving A second pair of cranes rolled behind to of track crews. 
replace some o5 me mosc neavuy-used behind heavyweight rails moored t? lay down the new ties In their wake was a He also built manually-operated lifting 
track in Canana. . . conrete ties that the CNR hopes will last ~ecession of Swiss, 'French, Italian and ear for retrieving and stewing steel spars 
Keys to CNR's almost military tor many years. . Sm~eriean machines that pushed the rail used to support concrete ties during their 
operation were a cavalcade of multi- The $6.8 million relaying unit, manneo into proner gnnge, tore out rock and ride from the factory. . 
million dollar machines from five by 140 welders and other laborer, s laid ballast ~ound the ties, added new gravel Watching. the whole operation were 
countries and the down to earth ingenuity down 95,000 concrete ties during the and tam it down representatives of the British Columbia 
of an equipment supervisor from Ed- project o provide asolid hase for the l,100 pad . Railway, Burlington Northern, CP Raft, 
monton, foot sections of welded track. Bringing up the rear was a propane the Federal Railroad Administration of 
Supervising the track crew last month The 615 pound ties, produced by Con- crew which heated the new track to 30 the United States and the railways of 
was Butch Whitman of Vancouver, who Force Costain Ltd. of Edmonton, contain degrees Celsius as a precaution.against Australia, Britain and Poland. 
moved his column onto the mainline at 4 250 preteusioned, reinforcing wires and kinking in hot wea.ther. Tra.ms can The days of wooden ties and short rails 
a.m. each morning to leave the way free socketed mountings for patented rail small gaps m tracx causes ny cola, are over on CNR's mainline, Whitman 
for commercial traffic during the rest of fasteners. The fasteners, which replace Whitman said, but will almost certainly ton freights are pounding the old ties to 
the day. the familiar railway spikes, can be  derail on a.kink, pieces. ' 
"At times we spread out to 2 1-2 miles clipped into place by one man operating a . The ralls and ties used in the canyan are 
between the head and the tail and that was small has'-powered machine. . Making life easier for the crew was the the heaviest in the CNR system, he said, 
too great a distance," said Whitman, Leading Whitman's column was a pair ingenuity of Ed Chymko, of Edmonton, a but will soon be foudn over much more 
adding that unfinished track slowed own of straddle cranes riding rails tern- 51 year old CNR equipment supervisor, track. The ties, for example, are only.the 
freight rains after work crews packed up perarily mounted outside the old track. Chymko devised asimple clamp to enable first shipment of a 1.5 million tie order. 
for the day. 
. , ,  . 
. ,  , . .  ' . o ,  . , -  
÷ weekend- -  
tourney t imes 
The first annual scrub softball tournament will be held 
this weekend with 26 teams playing 53 games during the 
four. day double knock-out series. 
First round was at Riverside Park yesterday evening 
with Overwaltea competing against Royal Bank. 
Here's a schedule of Friday and Saturday's games: 
Friday, tip.re..- Skeenaview Lodge vs. Terrace RCMP 
at Skeenavtew field. 
Totem Ford vs Thornhill Fire Department a Rotary 
Park. 
McEwan GM vs Dog N Suds at Riverside Park. 
Saturday, 8 s,m. - Commerce Bank vs CFTK at Rotary 
Park. 
Carson Frelghtways vs Alliance Churcb at Riverside 
Park. 
Lindsay's vs B.C. Forest Service at Agar Park. 
Holden Heroes vs. Bank of Montroa at Seeknaview 
Park. 
v : .~  Tracto/" ve Pohle Lumber at Skeens High 
Satuday, 10:30 a.m - CP Air vs Northwest Community 
College at Riverside Park. 
Also at 10:30 three teams will play the winners of 
previous games. Terrace Bakethall will play at Agar 
Champ 
shows 
power 
FOREST HILL N.Y. 
(AP)- Defending champion 
Jimmy Connors, hitting his 
ground strokes with 
strength and precision and 
volleying superbly, put on a 
brilliant display o f  power 
tennis Thursday night in 
defeating Spain's Manuel 
Orantes 6-2, 6-4, 6-3 to ad- 
vance to the semi-finals of 
the $462,420 U.S. Open 
championship. 
Connors, the No. 2 seed 
from Belleville, Hi., had the • L ,! 
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Prices Effective 
Wed. to Sat. 
Sept. 7 - 10 
Terrace Store only 
B.C .  
Grown Pears Park, Charles Brown Sox, .at Rotary Park and Old plucky Spaniard racing | ~~ ~:~~:i 
Timers Hockey at Skeena high school, from one side of the court o ~ I ~;:~:~~ 
At 1 p.m. Saturday Stewart Minors will play against a the other chasing his hard- ~= .... 
previous winnor at.Rotary Park. ldtshots, whichconsistontly' ~ "" i '  F .ncy  Grade  4 M 5 9  Playoffswm continue Saturday afternoon at 3:30 and 6 landed just within the S 
p,m. and again on Sunday beginning at 8 a.in. The final sidelines or just short of,¢he ~ i ~ i  Y 
game begins Sunday at 6 p.m. baseline. ~ Honda-Pack 
Bu by the cas 
Phillies slam mets 
NEW YORK (AP)- Seventh. inning home runs 
by. ]Bake McBride, Mike 
Schmidt and Jay Johnstone 
~fl~l~ r e d Philadelphia es to an 8-2 National 
League baseball victory 
over New York Mete 
Thursday. 
Gene Garhor, 8-6, who 
fated only. one New York 
batter halting the Mets? fifth 
inning rally, got the victory 
when the National League's 
East Division leading 
Pblllios scored three runs in 
the sixth to move in front 3- 2. 
McBride led off the 
Philadelphia seventh with 
his 15th omer of the season. 
.After Greg Luzinski 
singled, Johnstone smashed 
his 13th home .run into the 
Mets' bullpen in ri~,ht. 
New York jumped out to a 
2-0 lead, scoring single runs 
in the fourth and fifth in- 
nings on RBI singles by 
Doug Flynn. and Mike Sail. 
Starter Nine Espinosa, 7- 
12, took the loss. 
" Five: homers as Sox 
blast Expos 
By DENNIS PA$SA 
TORONTO (CP)-. Carlton 
Fisk knocked in five runs 
with two homers, and along 
with George Scott, .helped 
Boston set a major league 
consecutive . home run 
record as: the Red So]( 
Tuesday night in an 11-2 
victory, hit a three-run 
homer in the second inning 
and a two run shot in the 
sixth off loser Jesse Jef- 
ferson, 8-15. 
In the second inning, Scott 
followed Fisk's homer with 
posted a, 7-2 victory over a soloshot, the 16th time this 
Toronto, Blue Jays before season, that the. Red Sox 
19,t63.fa~s Thtweday night. ~ have hit consecutive homers • 
~d[~ho~l~s* -~e~: in"  ! in a" ,game.. ?The' old major 
,t7 .~Fu~ %ti'~ t~ lk ' sP  tl~;e : leaguemark 0f.lS ~as setby .... 
'American. League baseball Minnesota Twins in 1964.. 
games, including seven Fisk's homers were his 
ngalMt the Blue Jays on 22nd and 23rd of the season, 
Fly wins it for 
Cubs over Expos 
CHICAGO (AP)- Bill 
Buckner's sacrifice Ify 
scored Dave Rosello.from 
third base in the 10th inning 
singled, Greg Gross walked, 
Mauny Trillo. singled home 
Murcer and Gross scored on 
Parrish's error. 
Montreal's. Steve Rogers 
hurled two-hit ball for five 
innings before leaving with 
a bruised right hip.. He 
suffered the injury in .the 
fourth when Biittner hit a 
'liner back to the mound. 
The bali hit his hip and 
hounded to.. Carter, who 
threw out Biittner. 
The first nine Cubs went 
out in order, before Rogers 
yielded asolid single to right 
by DeJesue. Gross opened 
the Cubs fifth with a single 
for the other hit off Rigors, 
but was erased on Trillo's 
double play grounder. 
Sutter's six consecutive 
strikeouts came in .the 
eighth and ninth timings, 
andmarked the first time a 
. National League reliever 
had matched the feat since 
Den Gullett did it for Cin- 
cinnati on Aug.i 23, 1970. 
Five other pitchers- also 
share the record, which is 
one hsort .of the major 
league mark of seven set by 
Denny McLaln of Detroit 
Tigers in 1965. 
Thursday and gave Chicago 
Cuba a 3-9- National League 
baseball victory, over 
Montreal Expos. 
Roaello, pinch.hitting for 
reliever Bruce Sutter,. led 
~f the Chicago lath with a 
,single and wont to third 
when Ivan DeJesns bunted 
and Expos catcher Gar~_ 
Carter's throw to second 
went into.eentr~eld. Mter 
Larry Blittner grounded 
out, Budmer followed with 
his sacrifice fly to deep left 
field. 
• Sorter, who struck out the 
first six batters he faced, 
wlfile Scott bit his 3~d. Carl 
Yastrzemskihit his his 23rd 
of the year, a solo drive in 
the eighth inning, ac- 
counting for the other 
Boston run. 
The Blue Jays scored two 
runs off winner Mike 
Paxton, 9-4, in the sixth 
inning when Doog Ault his a 
bases-loaded single, driving 
in Stove Staggs and AI 
Woods, 
Paxton, making his first 
start of the season against 
the Blue Jays, held Toronto 
to three kits over the first 
five innings and was never 
in serious trouble. 
~ ,~a National. . League 
for most strikeouts in
a rwo. by a. reliever, im- 
proved his record to 6-1. Joe 
Kerrlgun,.~-S, took the loss 
in relief. 
Montreal took a l,-Okm&in 
the third on Dave cush'~. 
double, Warren Cromartie',s 
'single.. and Tony Perez s 
sacrifice fly. .,. 
The Expos increased thew 
when Larry Parrish 
walked,was singled to third 
by Pepe Frins and scored on 
8 .g rounder .  
Chicago tied the score in 
the seventh. r _+mBobby Mugcer.. . _ 
1 MAKE SKATINg APLEASURE 
HAVE YOUR SKATES SHARPENED 
AT RED'S BILLARDS 
NO WAITING/ 
OPEN 10 A.M..Midnlght 
7 days a week 
SPECIAL RATES- for hockey teams THE 
upon request. TERRAC£ 
, WHILEINTHE 
WEST GO 
WITH THE BEST 
Five Roses Flour 
52.99 PURPOSE 
20 lb. bag 
Gall Bryant doesn't reaUy intend to go skiing Just yet, she's Just looking forward 
to.the Kitsumkalum Ski Club's five-day group tour to Jasper. Nov. 27. The dub 
still needs 22 people to Join the 44 that have already signed up-for the $174 per 
person trlp, Skierswho can't wait for snow this winter can get intouch with the 
club's director in Kitlmat, Dave Burcley or Gall, the Terrace Director. 
Tomato Juice 
Town Ho?se .  69 ° 
Fancy Quality . 
48 fl. oz. tin 
Cut Macaroni 
Spaghet t i  or Spaghett in i  . 
Catell' Brand i R q  ¢ 
2 lb. box.. V~/~1~/  
Peanut Butter 
- -  " ' " - Empress  
Regu lar  ?r  St  5 9  Old Fash,oned 
Park Avenue Realty, Ltd. 635-4971 , ,  ez. iar m 
4615 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V8G lV5 
Reduced to aN,S00. Nicely! 
appointed home on Iorge~ 
landscaped lot, w i th  
panoramic view of town. Can 
be seen at 4615 Westvlewi 
Drive. Contact Frank Skid. I 
more for viewing. 635.5691. 
Looking for a home with four 
bedrooms, fireplace, large 
llvingroom and finished rec. 
room? This is it. Features 
include built in refreshment 
area, home vacume system, 
air humldifer and two car 
garage. Asking 546,5000.00 
and open to terms. Call Kelly 
Squire for details 635.7616. 
Sliced Peaches- 
Lynn Bartlett Pears 
Va,s 2 /79  14 fl. oz. tins. 
Your Choice 
Toothpaste 
Rl~e~l:?::Mint" 99 ¢ 
100 rnl. tube 
Smoked 
Pork Picnics 
Fletcher's. Tenderized. 
Pork Shoulders. 
Picnic Style. 
Whole or Shank Portion. 
9 cl 
lb. 
Sales in Retail Quantities Only. 
:f: % '  
i Family home, close to school 
with 3 bedroom revinue suite. 
1 Large lot 70 x 122. For ap- 
i polntment to view phone Barb 
I parfltt 635.4971. 
I 
A fine family home on Olson 
Avenue right In the heart of 
town. Near Jr. and Sr. High 
scholls and elementary 
school. S bedrooms Fireplace, 
sundeck, and many features 
not found in todays homes. A 
place for everyone in your 
family. Huge Int. For OF. 
palntment o view call Frank 
Skldmure$-5691. 
Ready to move in- Hobby 
farm. Complete with beutiful 
home wil l  full basement plus 2 
extra bedroo~s. This ideal 
hobby farm is located ar 
Gossen Creed and features 
f ru i t  trees, out buildings, 
smallbarn and garage. Phone 
B. Parfltt for appointment o 
view. 635.4971. 
Three year old three bedroom 
home in RI zone on large 
landscaped lot. Has carport, 
two fireplaces, dishwasher 
etc. Contact F. R. Skldmore, 
fore viewing. 
1084 sq. ft. starter home. 3 
bedrooms, full  basement, 
located on large lot on Scott 
Avenue. Phone a. Parfltt. for 
appointment to view. 635-4971. 
Like a sauna, need five 
barrooms, looking for 
pri~ocy, then have a look. 
Thts home features all these 
and more. With 14000 squ. feet 
on the main floor and 1650 in 
the basement area there's 
loads of living space for* your 
family. Dual dining areas and 
a sundeck off the kitchen 
accent the family atmosphere 
Drop.in and view it on 
"reslsoope" in our office or 
give me a call and I'll bring it 
your door. Kelly Squires 63S. 
7616. 
Nice near new home on paved 
street in quiet area. Close to 
elementary school. Park on 2 
sides of property. AIcen 
siding. 3 bedroom, carport 
basement. A good buy at 
for ell offers on price and 
terms. Call Kelly Squires, $- 
7616 or see it on "Realscope" 
Modern, 3 bedroom home 
close to schools, natural gas 
hoot, carpets throughout, full 
basement partially finished. 
Asking only S4S,000.00. See N. 
You can't miss.- A home with 3 
bedrooms and a kitchen where 
the whole family can dine. 
Very clean inside and out. 
Finished basement with 2 
bedrooms, den and bath. 
Fully landscaped. Asking 
For further information call |M~----A A--JII--*I.| Jal ~QAvi  
o 
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: Soccer union marshal ls  
. arguements  for board 
NEW YORK (AP)- 
Representatives of the 
North American Soccer 
League and the newly- 
formed NASL Players' 
Association, an offshoot of 
the National Football 
League  P layers '  
Association, presented 
arguments Thursday before 
National Labor Relations 
Board officer Richard A 
Ross. 
Ed Garvey, the executive 
director of the NFLPA and 
the main force behind the 
organization of the soccer 
players, said: "We came 
l~ere hoping to work out 
recognition of the NASL 
Players Association on a 
friendly basis. However, we 
are confronted by an em- 
ployer who is apparently 
determined todrag it out as 
long as possible. 
Ross, an impartial in- 
vestigatory hearing officer, 
the hearing would continue 
through today but that no 
decision would be reached 
until he had made a report 
for the record. 
The decision will not be 
issued by the NLRB for a 
period of time after 
examining briefs submitted 
by both the league and the 
union in the next week. The 
decision will be rendered by 
NLRB regional director 
Winifred D. Morio or the 
five member NLRB board in 
Washington. 
The NASL . was 
represented by lawyers 
Edward Levin and Robert 
Rolnick. 
BASES LOADED 
Reds recover 
on sacrifice 
CINCINNATI (AP)- 
George Foster drove in the 
winning run with a bases- 
loadedsacrifice fly in the 
ninth inning to snap Cin- 
cinnati Reds' three game 
losing streak with s 6-5 
victory over San Francisco 
Giants on Thursday night. 
With one out, Pete Rose 
reached first, when first 
baseman Willie MeCovery 
bobbled the throw from 
pitcher Randy Moffitt, 3-8. 
Rose stole second base and 
went to third on Ken Grif- 
fey s infield hit. An in- 
tentional walk to Joe 
Morgan set the stage for 
Foster's acrifice fly in the 
National League baseball 
game. , 
The winning pitcher was 
reliever Pedro Borbon, 8-4. 
The Giants' attack was 
paced by McCovey's two 
homers off starter Paul 
Moskau. McCovey in- 
creased his career home run 
total to 491, within two of 
Lou Gerhig's 12th place total 
on the all time home run list. 
San Francisco starter 
Cbarlie Williams was a 
victim of his own wildness in 
the first inning, walking two 
to were out, helping the 
Reds score four runs. 
Pop go Yanks 
over Indians 
CLEVELAND (AP)- A 
sacrifice fly by Chris 
Chamblim capped a three- 
run fifth inning that carried 
Ed Figueroa nd New York 
Yankees to a 4-3 American 
League baseball victory 
over Cleveland Indians 
Thursday night. 
Figueroa limited the 
Indians to eight hits as the 
Yankees picked up their 
third straight victory and 
10th in the last 12 starts. 
The Yankees came up 
with three unearned runs, 
including two of the three in 
the decisive fifth. 
Willie Randolph led off 
that inning, reaching base 
on the first of two errors by 
shortstop Larvell Blanks. 
Bucky Dent followed with a 
hit and a bunt single by 
Mickey Rivers loaded the 
bases against Cleveland 
starter Jim Bibby, 12-11. 
A sacrifice fly to right by 
Graig Nettles scored 
Randloph from third, 
Thurman Munson drove 
home arun with a single and 
Reggie Jackson drew a walk 
to load the bases again. 
Chambliss then drove a ball 
to centre, scoring Rivers 
with the third run of the 
inning. 
I 
No place to g -~ 
tN:s~a~? °n 
The All iance Church 
4923 Agar Ave. 
Sunday, Sept. 11 
7':15 p.m. 
Operating. 
Brownies Recipe 
Fried Chicken 
Franchise available in 
TERRACE 
A recently opened store on.g~)ing and established 
in this community, Excellent financing in place 
with a low down payment required, A rare op. 
portunity to aquire your own business, Contact: 
BROWNIES  FRANCHISES LTD. ,  
Vancouver .  
W.  Noren ,  255 6296 
Res .  298 8789 
or itTerrace, 6.¢. LyndenorSandra Best, ~lS-SSO2 
//IVK 
HARDWARE ~TORES 
w I" m# _l = '~l, "~, ' - - ' /  
GORDON & 
ANDERSON 
bring you 
THE 
T.V.  
ALL  L IST INGS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE  
Friday, September 9 
~S KING ~b CFTK 
(NBC) ~ (CBC) 
:OO Let's Make Brome Co~ 
: 15 A Deal Fair 
: 30 News TBA 
: 45 News TBA 
M~ :00 Cant Hourglass 
J j~ :15 Cant Hourglass 
1 '  :30 Cant Hourglass 
, J  :45 Cant Hourglass 
aa~ :IX) seattle Tonight Chopper One 
H :15 seattle Tonight Chopper One 
:30 Hollywood Firehouse 
: 45 Squares Firehouse 
:00 C'mon Mary Tyler 
: 15 Saturday Moore 
:30 Cant" Three's 
V :45 Cont" Compe,,ny 
:00 Miss Black Western 
U :15 Amer. Peg. Concerts 
- - - I  :30 Cony Western 
V :45 Cony Concerts 
~ l~ :00 Cant" Police 
• • :,5 co.t" Story 
• • :30 Cant" Cant' 
m V :45 C~t" Cant' 
untry 
i -00 News The National 
15 News Night 
:30 Tonight Final 
I I I :45 Show Survivors 
t ~1~ :00 Tonight Con~" 
-~ :15 Show Cent' 
~p '  :30 Tonight Cant' 
I ~m :,IS .Show Great Detectives 
Saturday, September 10 
~e , ~n :0o Young 
k ) :15  Sentinels 
,:.~ Search and 
I . Rescue 
I a :00 Meier 
: 15 League 
:30 Baseball 
i I I :45 Cony 
I 
a . :00 Cant' 
: 15 Cent' 
:30 Cent' 
m m :45 Cont' 
;In Baseball 
Saturday 
' ~,~ N~vle 
• | • "Wake Me 
I~er" 
145 Game 
,cw - KCTS 
(CI"V) 1 (PBS) 
Emergency Mister 
Emergency Rogers 
Emergency Eledrlc 
Emergency Company 
News Z~ 
News 
News Fore 
News Fore " 
Sugar MacNell- 
Sugar . Lehrer 
Stars Crockett's 
On Ice, Gmerden 
The Hardy Washington 
Boys Week 
The Hardy Wall Street 
Boys Week 
Behind Closed Masterpiece 
s Theatre 
, Masterpiece 
Cont' Theatre 
Cant' Forsyte 
Cant' Saga 
Cant' Forstye ' 
Cont'. Saga 
CTV News Black 
'News Perspective 
Hour 
Final 
The Late Show 
"Fantasy Island" 
Bill Bixby 
Sandra Dee 
Clrlce Square Kldstuff 
QBrr Ice Square Kldstuff 
9wn Paper Bag Let's 
font' Go 
Saturday Morlng McGowan 
Saturday Morlng and Co. 
Klohanle Show 
Klahanle BIz 
~atur¢lay Joys of 
Matinee Collecting 
"Name of Art of 
The .Game Cooking 
The Broken Red • 
Puzzle Fisher 
Con1' Journal 
Cent' Internetlonel 
CBC Bat. t Champ. 
Sports Tennis 
Cent' Cant" 
Cant' Cant" 
Cant' All Star 
Cant' Wrestling 
Cant" Cant" 
Cant' Cant" 
Great Cdn. Wide World 
Escape of Sports 
B.C. Derby Cant" 
B.C. Derby CQnt" 
5p,m. to midnight 
KIRO 
11Bs) 
Tennis Highlights 
Nightmare 
Theatre 
"The Invisible 
Man" 
font' 
1On,m, to 
Big Blue 
Marble 
Rebop 
Rebop 
Carrascolendes 
Corroscolondes 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
Guppies to 
(~roupers 
Magic of 
Oil Painting 
Lilies, Yoga 
and You 
Crockett's 
Garden 
French 
C.h~f 
Woman 
Woman 
Bookbaat 
Bookbaat 
Firing 
Line 
Firing 
Line 
m 
• CENTRALLY SITUATED 
• Three bedroom home with 
attached garage situated on 
i Lazelle Avenue. Two 
• bedrooms available In 
_a basement by lust a few 
ichanges converting from the 
• present office. Priced In the 
Imld  50's. 
CLOSE IN 10 acres 
nice evergreens, with 1150 sq. 
ft. large double wide home. 
Some furniture and ap. 
pllances included. Good 
access by gravel road. 
Greenhouse, well house, 
workshop all set for use. 
Asking $35,000. and open to all 
offers. 
COURT ORDERED SALE 
In Terrace, older two storey 
home on water and sewer 
with basement, lots of 
bedrooms, extra living area In 
basement, fireplace. Also two 
bachelor suites In separate 
building. All on one acre and 
offers are being accepted. 
i 
I , 
l 
| 
| 
| 
l 
ONE ACRE IN TERRACE 
For the low price of S9,500 with water and sewer available and close to schools. 
Make an offer right away. 
[ 
l 
I LARGE PROPERTY 
• 78x263 feet on Park Avenue 
l wlth 1234 sq. ft. residence, • attached garage, three fully 
• and one partly finished 
• bedroom and rumpus area. 
• Pr verty has sub division plan 
l i b . .O__  _ 
Ildrawn. Priced at $53,000 or 
Bl $4,1,000 for the home with half 
: the property If desired. 
EXECUTIVE  HOME 
Just listed In an excellent 
residential area on the Bench 
Is this four bedroom home. 
Just a few features are: two 
fireplaces, two full and one 
half bathroom, family and 
rumpus room with wet bar 
Ideal for entertaining. Priced 
In the high 60's with 
reasonable downpayment o 
bank 1st mortgage. Exclusive 
I Im&ln~ 
LAKELSE LAKE= m 
N~lern residence on =/~ acre • 
with 98 foot lake frontage. 
Three bedrooms, large Ilvlng 
room with fireplace overlooks 
the Lake. Price of $60,000.
includes many items such as 
6000 watt diesel plant, large 
sundeck, barbecue area, 
suited for year around living. 
Excellent buy, • 
FEATURING THE ORIGINAL 
EitOEK.PO 
• SLOW ELECTRIC 
STONEWARE COOKER 
4ib, k | | l l l l l l t  I I  [ hi r##~ 
STONEWARE (~-.*~}l m~!:.:~,~. , O '1~_  azR 
. . . . . . . .  'm.w,,, I ..' .~t'~ ~'~'%~*.-, ] f l l  e g 
L IFTS  OUT .- ,~" . .  ~ . '~ ,  2, VmlUm 
. .  = . .  - . ~.., h~ . ,:.~.~ , :,.% .,... , , 
• Conveni~t ~#~~. .  • .~~' ,~ i1~ '~ 
. . . .  , .~  " ,~_ ' - , , - .mm,*~~-#~. , ,  t~ : ~ . ":~,~Gy:: ~ .  tame service ~,~[ , : . . ; : " . i i~ |  !~::i:!~'~': .. 
• Fast..easy ¢leanin, g . . . .  _~ ' ~ l ' ~ " " m " ~ :  ! .  . ~ . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  :.-~ .... 
' .1  ; . . . "  " , ' " ' : . ~"~:'..'.: '" :. ~.:~'. ' ' l", :'1 "'..~i 
' ~/'  ', . ~.--.'%. ,, Model , | 
' " ~  '. " ' 3150 ~; 
I f ' - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ - - - - - _ _ - __ - - -  --__--__--__-__--__--__- - -__ -__ -  - _ _ - _  
GORDON& ANDERSON 
635-6576 LTD. 4606 LAZELLE AVE 
Store Hours: Tues to Sat.. 9a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
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Palmer shoots to lead 
in B'C. open golf ordon & Anderso 
ENDICOTT, N.Y. (AP)- Elder finished the round from victories in the PGA bring you 
Arnold Palmer and Lee 
Elder both shot six under 
par,65s Thursday to tie for 
the first round lead of the 
$9.00,000 B.C. Open golf 
tournament. 
Mac McLendon. and Lou 
with six birdies. 
Palmer,• who celebrates 
his 48th birthday birthday, 
Saturday, nearly passed up 
the tournament to spend the 
time with his mother in 
Latrobe, Pa. He has not won 
Graham finished the 6,903 a tournament on the tour in 
yard EnJoie Golf Club four years and came into the 
course one shot behind the B.C. Open 97th on the 
two leaders. Professional Golfers' 
.Palmer finished with five 
birdiea, an eagle and one 
bogey. Palmer's lead held 
up most of the day until 
Elder birdied ~e 18th hole 
to tie for first place. 
"The gods were with me 
today," Elder said after 
catching up to Palmer on 
the final hole of the first 
round. "Whenever I msissed 
a green I had a pretty good 
He. It was the type of round 
rot] enjoy.playing." 
I | I 
Association money list. 
"I played a little better 
than I've been playing,"" 
Palmer said. "I seemed to 
hit the ball a little more solid 
than I have been, and I 
putted reasonably well." 
Lee Trevino dropped out 
of the tournament after 
• playing the first nine holes 
complaining of back and leg 
troubles. 
Lenny Wadkins, who 
entered:the B.C. Open fresh 
I I 
championship and the World 
Series Of Gait, finished the 
first round with a two over 
par ?5, eight shots behind 
the leaders, 
Cycle 
race 
PRAUGUE (AP)- West 
Germany and 
Czechoslovakia .led in the 
Silver Vase and World 
Trophy  s tand ings ,  
respectively, .after the 
fourth day of the 52nd In- 
ternational Six Days 
Motorcycle Trials at 
Povazska Byst r i ca ,  
Slovakia ~t Thursday. 
I 
(Rn WE GlUE YOU 
RLL THE (OmFORT5 
OF HOmE ' " ...... O O O t ."~, ,~ 
THE 
Saturday, September 10 
KING 
(NBC) 
,m~mmiemmem~ I~ :,~ An,m, 
World ~/:~ Newa 
News • 
U :~ An,real 
W o r l ~  
7 ::~ Wlld Kingdom 
Wild Kingdom 
I :~ The~ong 
Q ;,~ , ,,oo, o 
I Woman 
• "Dirty 
15 CIInt 
Cent' 
Cent' 
10 I ;45 . ¢.~. 
Harry" 
Eastwood 
News 
Saturday 
~4S Night 
Saturday 
Night 
Saturday 
;~s Night 
CFTK 
(CBC) 
Space 1999 
Space 1999 
Space 1999 
Space 1999 
Bob 
McLean 
Billy 
Graham 
Cont' 
Cont' 
Happy 
Days 
Sat .  Night  
Movies: 
.'Apprenticeship 
of Buddy 
Kravltz" 
Richard Dreyfuss 
Cant' 
Cant' 
King of 
Kensington 
I Nlght 
I F~na~ _ . 
I "The Limbo 
I Line" 
I Craig Stevens 
LllVK 
HA ~DWARE STORES 
ALL LISTINGS SUBJECT TO (iANGE WrtHOUT NOTICE 
BCTV 
(CW) 
WIDE WORLD 
OF SPORTS 
Cant' 
Cant' 
News Hour 
News Hour 
Connection 
Connection 
Blonic 
Woman 
Cent' 
Cent' ! - - - - -  Heart nd 
Soul 
Cant' 
Cant' 
Behind Closed 
Doors 
Cant' 
cant' 
~t '  
C~t' 
C~t' 
f~nt' 
News 
Hour 
Final 
Cant 
' i~ -  
Late Show: 
"cah l l l ,  United 
States Marshal" 
John Wayne * 
5!~,m. to midniEht: 
limumim 
KCTS 
(PBS) ; 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
In Pursuit 
of Liberty 
Cant' 
Cant' / m m a l = *  
M.D. 
M.D. 
Once Upon 
A Classic 
Wodehouse 
Playhouse 
Evening at Pops 
Evening at Pop~ 
Evening at Pops 
Evening at Pops 
.Piccadilly 
Circus 
Cant" i 
Cant" 
Something 
Personal 
KIRO 
(CBS} 
Miss Amer. 
Pageant 
Cant' 
Cant' 
Sat. Night 
Movie 
"R.P.M." 
Anthony Qulnn 
,AVIS i 
II ! b 
N~W you can go anywhere and still have those . .  
~ ~c~forts of home. Take your va¢atl0n this year ,~ 
id'one of our fabulous recreational vehicles. . 
Its the only way to gol J 
We have fine used camper trucks available now. 
Sunday, September 11 1 ~J,m, to mit 
! :lS ' Winnipeg Winters Week 
. :30 "The Diary Blue Bombers Star Wall 
:45 I of Anne I host Trek Street Week 
? 11~ I FrJink,, . - I .~l,katchewen, ~tar Great - I 
' ' Winters ' Trek I Shelley I RoUglhrlders Performances 
" Baker I Diane I at Sunday Great 
- Cant' ] Winnipeg Theatre: Performances . . . .  
Cant' Stadium "High Risk" Music Prolect : 
Cant' Cant' Cant' Presents i 
Cent' Man Cant' String • 
Cant' Alive Cant' Quartet . i 
N~et Reach for Horst Conr ; 
The Press The Top Koehler Cent' 
News Question German 
News Period Soccer • ,, 
The Glorious To the Last Of German 
Fourth Wild Country The Wild Soccer 
Cant' Cent Kelth Koscluszko 
Cant' Cant McCall Cqnt, _ ,., 
11976 DODGE VAN,.,,.,,., $5495 
1971 OADILLAO~- $2695 Co~t' World Of News Cont' , Cont' Disney Hour Cent ° I I r~ FORD F-100 Pickup, 6 cY'., $4196 Howcome? WorldOf Capital Inside Cuckoo's Stand. •Trans. How Come? Disney Comment Nest ....... 
World of The Beach- Hardy Boys- Cant' 
11975 GRAN TORINO $3396 7 i~l~o~,~'~ == ~o~:,w ~:, :45 .Disney .and Son , Cant' Cant' 
TBA Images of 6 Million Evening 
i U :15 I Event 3"! ''. i kw Father voors .,."~",--- . 
_ _____ .  i B i t .  2rrOOa::: V~df : to .  ~ i~.~_  A E  J~  .00 TheOlg • L, Gesrge Behind Closed M~ast erplece i 
4 
"1  ;30 I "The ~5 Annual I Cant' i Cant' :'DIC, Ke?S OT i 
" V :45 l Emmy Awards' Cant' Cant' Lonaon ........ ~ ~  
, ' Cant' Shades .00 Cant Anniversary , 1/ I  ,~ I~,. i s . . ,  Cant, S~a~ reene ! 
1 Ii 1:3o I co.t' I cant' I Cant, Of Greene [~ 
• • :15 I News I Night I News i News ToYOTA4cyI.,4 Speed $139§ . d i . .00  J News J l~heNetionel i CTVNews !Sun,  News " 
i i :30 I Five Star ' I Final i Hour ' i Face the I' F-ORD, fZm~m' per tiBia gila ':45"0 Movie: ,Mystery  Movie: J Final . ,Nat ion l 
i "1 :15  I m i~vll" i~  I Seundof I "Billy: Portrait i ~ Special 1915 5e~4~: /~ m $4795 . . . . .  ,,,...,.w | "The Sweeet . Late Show: . . . .  i' Sun. Movie 
~F' iS0 I'e-ar-boraJ%~tan. I Death" I of a Street J i "The Daring 
"" :45 I wvck I Kid" ~ Dobermans 
11973 ¢HEV'*o':::::; Vex~:t~T::ns' $3595[  " " ' ' ...... 
11016 OOMET,o,,.,=-,or, $389SJ Featuring 3 blad cabbage c,wtter $19.95 
/ ls16 FORB F150 Lm 1-10 Gal. crocks wleth lids $9.25 to $63.95 
/ I :~74 O H E V  4X4 SHORT ;~kU~r : : s  GOR' 
OAMERO DON &. ANDEI :SON 
I , , , , , , ,  L T D .  4606 L/,ZELLE AV I: 
I Store Hours: Tues to Sat..Ba.m. to 5:30 p,m, Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p,m. .. 
CINCIIVIVA TI BENGALS 
A 'snootful" to play 
in this league 
By GARY MIHOCES 
The Associated Press 
Bill Tiger Johnson, the 
plain-talking Texas who 
coaches Cincinnati Bengals, 
locked over the National 
Football League schedule 
and summed up the 
American Division Central 
Conference. 
"It's a snoofful to play 
Pittsburgh, Houston and 
Cleveland twice," he said. 
It's also a snooful to play 
two withCineinnati. After a 
beefy college draft the 
Bengais might halt Pitt- 
sburgh's tring of three 
division titles. 
The Steelers last season 
included a 1.4 start and 10 
wi~s in a row. It ended 
with a playoff loss in 
Oakland, where the spec- 
tators included injury 1,000 
yard rushers Franco Harris 
and Rocky Bleier. 
"I don't know if it was 
because France and Rocky 
couldn't play, but the old 
Steeler fire wasn't there," 
said Joe Greene. 
"But the Raiders were 
worthy champs," he added. 
"I'm not taking anything 
away from them." 
The defenee that helped 
win those titles will be 
minus linebacker Andy 
Russell, retired, and cor -  
nerback Mel Blount, holding 
out. 
 ord 
bl )ken 
TORONTO (CP)- Boston 
Red Sox broke the major 
league baseball record for 
consecutive game home 
runs dur ing a season 
Thursday night when 
Carlton Fisk and George 
Scott hitsuccessive homers 
in the second inning against 
Toronto Blue Jays. 
Fisk hit his 22rid home run 
off Toronto starter Jesse 
Jefferson with two men on in 
the second inning, and Scott 
followed with a solo shot for 
his~2nd of the year. 
Rookie Robin Mad Man 
Cole has played well at 
Russell's pot and four.year 
veteran Jim Allen ably 
replaces Blount. 
Though missing the  
playoffs, the Bengals 
matched the Steelers 10-4 
record. Cincinnati's only 
other losses wer to Oakland 
and Baltimore. 
"I sure as. hell wouldn't 
want to feel we've gone 
downhill," said Johnson, the 
second-year coach. 
Newcomers include Eddie 
Edwards and Wilson 
Whitley, two defensive 
linemen drafted in the first 
round. 
Cincinnati used another 
first-round choice on 6-foct- 
5-inch fight end Mike Cobb. 
A second-round pick yielded 
248 pound fullback Pete 
Johnson. 
The Bengals have a 
schedule that includes only 
two 1976 playoff teams, 
Pittsburgh and Minnesota. 
By contrast, Cleveland 
Browns have one of the 
toughest schedules in the 
league. Their first four foes 
are Cincinnati, New 
England, Pittsburgh and 
Oakland, and they have a 
later game with Los 
Angeles. 
That means the Browns, 9- 
5 last year after going 3-11 
the season before, might be 
an imporved team with a 
poorer ecord in 1977. "The 
first four weeks are going to 
be a kay for us,', said Peter 
Hadhzy, promoted early this 
ear to general manager of 
e Browns. "if we can go 2- 
2 we're going to surprise a 
lot of people. If we don't go 
2-2, it still doesn't mean our 
season will be over." 
Browns' f irst-round 
choice Robert Jackson, 
expected to start at middle 
linebacker, injured his knee 
early in training camp and 
is out for the season. And 
the Browns have been 
unable to sign second-round 
pick Tom Skladany: 
During the offseason, it 
looked.as though quar, 
terback Dan Pastroini 
wouldn'the with the Oilers. 
Upset with the state of af- 
fairs in Houston, be pleaded 
to be traded to Los Angeles. 
That plea ended when Los 
Angeles got Joe.Namath, 
and Pastorini is still with an 
Offers team that fell to 5-9 
going 10-4 the season 
before. 
Newcomers to Houston 
include rookie running 
backs Rim Wilson and Bob 
pair of third-round choices 
with power, and free-agent 
Horace Belton, a 5-foot-9- 
inch rummer from 
Southeastern Louisiana. 
THE PICKIN'S ARE 
mm~rge mode n n , - i i m i l U i  • ......... ~"~ " ~ i ! ,~ ,~ 
fireplace, wall to wall carpets, 
ensulte plumbing, and'a full 
basement with ~wo rental 
suites. One suite has two 
bedrooms, bathroom and 
kitchen - living area, 2nd suite 
has kitchenette, ~/~ bath and 
bedroom. House Is well 
constructed, has two meters, 
two hot water tanks. For 
further Information phone 
Rusty Liungh. 
m r J . r . J  ~ m 
I 
DEVELOPMENT POTEN- 
TIAL 
Spacious older home on 
concrete foundatlon, with 3 
bedrooms, den and mud room 
heated with electric heat and 
located on a large lot 164)(189 
In a residential No.2 area. 
Property has sub-division 
potential or development 
~ otentlal for mul_tiple 
QUIET AREA + MINIMUM 
OF TRAFFIC 
Delightfully different spacious 
2 bedroom non basement 
home, very large living room, 
with floor to open beamed 
brick fireplace, attached 
carport drive' by 4611 Mc. 
Connell and give Bob Sherlden 
a call. 
WELL LOCATEO- WELL. 
CONSTRUCTED 
Convenient to all school levels 
this 1200 sq. ft. full basement 
home has natural rock 
fireplace. Ensulte plumbing. 
3 additional bedrooms In the 
basement. Attached carport -
extra built.Ins. Nicely treed 
lot. Asking $49,000. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
BRAND NEW WELL 
TREED LOT . QUALITY 
THROUGHOUT 
1200 sq. f t . .  full basement, 3 
large bedrooms, central brick 
fireplace, ensuite plumbing, 
richly carpeted, paved semi. 
circle drive through carport, 
really well .insulated 4" In 
walls 6" in celing and 
)asement walls completely 
lyprocked and insulated, 
mtural gas heating. $55,000 
:all Bob Sheridan view 
anytime. ,. 
TWO STOREYS AND FINE 
FEATURES 
Three bedrooms, 1 & V2 baths, 
fireplace up and down, wall to 
wall carpeting, walk-in closet. 
In the master bedroom, and 
patio doors to sundeck are 
some of the features of this 
modern home. Property is 
landscaped and the exterior is 
easy maintenance Alcan 
Siding. Present your offer. 
Give Bert Llungh a call for 
viewing. 
~ L .~. ,¢ . ]  
LARGE HaM i: ON 
ACREAGE 
Over 1300sq. ft.of living space 
In this modern three bedroom 
home with wall to wall car. 
petlng, two large finished 
fireplaces, ensulte plumbing, 
sunken bath In the main 
bathroom, patio doors to rear 
sundeck, and e full basement 
with Rumpus room, V: bath 
and two rooms nearly 
finished. House requires ome 
finishing. There IS an at. 
tached garage and breezeway. 
The property Is over S acres 
with some clearing. Asking 
~rice STS.O00. For viewing 
AVAILABLE NOW 
Three bedroom bungalow, 
with wall t'o wall carpeting, 
electric heat, eating area in 
the kitchen, storage room wHh 
laundry facilities and an at- 
tached double carport. The 
exterior Is easy care ALCAN 
siding. For viewing Phone 
Bert Liungh. 
I p , . , c ]  m ~ n  
'COMFORTABLE HOME.  
LOW TAXES 
Located lust off Queensway 
this three bedroom home has 
wall to wall carpeting, 
franklin fireplace, patio doors 
to front sundeck, laundry area 
and a large eating area In the 
kitchen. To view Phone Rusty 
Liungh. Full price $32,000. 
Jr 
MI6HTY FIHI M OUR 
GORDON I 
A,oE,so,,s 
PARLOR STOVES 
FOR HOME, COTTAGE, 
OR REi)REATION 
RgOM 
AD 
© 
32"x25" 
I)AST IRON 
169 '5 
 GFX 
169" 
Store Hours: 
Tues. - Sat. - 9 a.m. - 5 :8  p.m. 
Fdday - 9 a.m, - O p.m. 
4606 Lazelle 635-6576 
179" 
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PRICED TO SELL - 
ANXIOUS OWNER 
3 bedrooms - full basement 
attradlve fireplace, built-In 
range and oven, built-In chine 
cabinet, enclosed patio at 
?ear, 2 bedrooms, bathroom, 
rumpus room In basement. 
Asking $45,000 - give Bob 
Shorldan e call. 
COMPACT BUNGALOW 
Located close to school and 
within walking distance to 
town, this neat two bedroom 
home has wall to wall car. 
petlng, oll furnace heat, 
laundry facilities In the 
i 
bethroom, and Is In very good 
There Is a separate garage 
wltha work-shop. Property is 
nicely landscaped, end there 
Is a garden & green house In 
the rear. Full price $32,000. 
To v!ew phone Rusty Llungh. 
- -  c1 .¢ J  r J ,~ : |  
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From soldier to chairman, 
CNR head wants to + aid unity 
. By BOB DOUGLAS 
MONTREAL (CP)-. J.A. 
Dextraze, who .considers 
Quebec Premier  Rene 
Levesqne a personal f~end, 
says he would like to . Help 
unit in the country" in his 
new role as chairman of 
Canad ian  Nat iona l  
Railways CNR. 
A fervent federalist, the 
recently-retired chief of 
defence staff adndts he is a 
layman on railway .maters 
and says be is searclung zor 
a clear place for himself in 
the publicly-owned cor- 
poration. 
• , I  would like to be closely 
' a . ssoc  i.a t ed.  w i th  
bicuRuralism, bllinguaiism, 
see what I can do to help the 
companY and the people 
concerned and help .unit in 
the country," he said in an 
Interview. 
Dextrase, 58, a former 
career soldier, took over his 
new M~5,000 a year Job Sept. 
1 from Pierre Taschereau, 
who now is chairman of Air 
Canada. 
During the Interview, he 
used military terms like 
strategy, tactics and bat- 
talian commander as he 
described his future 
responsibilities. 
Operating power at ~NR 
rests in the hanus oz 
pt'osident Robert ..l~..ndeen, 
who is chief exeeuuve m- 
fleer. Some observers were 
intrigued by the general's 
appointment, expecting a 
. i  
collision between him and 
Handcart, 
But Dextraze was anxious 
to dispel such thoughts. He 
said be is ready to help but 
not take over command of 
corporation. 
th'e'I know what the chain of 
command is, Nothing can 
be worse than having ill- 
timed interference." 
Tascbereau is a lawyer 
and the CNR legal division 
~ported to him but Dex- 
some other area of Interest, 
perhaps  passenger  
operations and national 
unity. 
Asked what he can .do to 
~sOmOte national unity in 
new job, Dextraze would 
not be specific, but 
suggested he might help 
these who are furthering 
bilingnaiism in CNR. 
Dextraze wrote the 
bilingnalism policy for the 
armed forces that was 
eventually adopted several 
Y~hrs ago. • 
e CNR. chairman said 
he believes CNR 
headquarters should remaIn 
in Quebec despite .the 
separatist care. He said he 
would be prepared to. move 
ports of the corporation for 
business reasons, but not 
simply because of the In- 
dependence issue. 
.Dextraze said he an- 
ticipates no difficulty in 
talking with the. Levesque 
government, since the 
premier "si a personal 
friend of mine." 
He first met 'Leves~ue 
when the then-journalist 
visited Dextraze and 
Canadian troops at the 
battle,rent during the ~ 
Korean . War. . The 
relationship was renewed 
when Dextraze was an 
armed forces commander in
quebec City .and Levesque 
was a .minister In the 
quebec Ul~rai government 
of the early 1960s. . 
Born of an English- 
Canadian mother and a 
French-Canadian father, 
Dextraze has  roots in 
Quebec that go back to the 
1600~. His. family alsobas a
long. military tradition, 
continuing among his own 
sons. One son is a captain in 
the Canadian Forces and 
another sen died in Vietnam 
while serving with U,S. 
forces, 
Duxtraze said there have 
been some obvious wrongs 
in Canada, such as the 
overwhelming dominance of 
Engllsh-epeaking people in 
business, even in Quebec. 
But that problem was as 
much the fualt, of French 
Canada s it wan of English 
Canada. 
He said F rench-  
Canadians concentrated on. 
producing priests and 
lawyers in the past. and 
neglected the business 
world. ' But that now is 
changing with more 
qualified. Quebecers an- 
taring business. 
Que c, Ottawa, compete 
i:: for French envoy's favour 
last +November of a beginning but that the i" By PAUL GESSELL 
OTTAWA CP - The 
delicate balance of the 
Casada-Quebec-France 
triangle has again been set 
aquiver~ .this time because 
of the visit of French Justice 
Mlnister.Alain Petrefitte to 
Canada. 
The competition between 
the federal and Quebec 
governm~to' f r' .the ab  
foctions of Petrefitte, wno 
was to arrive in Montreal 
late Thursday, is the latest 
incident o jangle the nerves 
of protocol,conscious 
government officials. 
Althougn Quebec-France 
relations have often 
troubled federal officials 
since the. cry of ','rive le 
Quebec libre" by former 
French president Charles fie 
Gaulle In 1967, the election 
secessionist government in federal govenrment bad 
Quebec has given rise to a been tardy in announcing 
new .round of protocol the visit, 
ClneStions. ,lustiee department of. 
Peyrefitte's visit to ficials, however, were hard 
Quebec was announced, a,  pressed to provide many 
few weeks ago, no.mentlon details, on the planneo 
was made of a trip to Ot- disenssions between the two 
taWa. R.was announced as 
an "official" visit to Quebec 
.... ' andtoutedas n example of 
harmonious relat ions 
between Quebec City and 
Paris. 
The Canadian embassy in 
Paris responded.Wednesday 
by announcing that 
Peymfltto also planned to 
visit Ottawa after the 
Quebec stay. 
An external affairs of. 
fie'as said the stop in Ot- 
tawa, Monday and Tuesday, 
was pla.nned from the 
ministers except to say talks 
will centre on "wide 
issues." 
The Canadian embassy in 
Paris had.also announced 
that Peyrefitte would meet 
Pr ime Minister Trudeau. 
Neither Trudeau's office nor 
the justice department were 
sure the meeting would ~ke 
place. 
A spokesman for.Trudeau 
's office had recieved in- 
formation on the visit only 
Wednesday. 
Chilean gets status 
Levesque coming 
" to Calgary 
• QUEBEC (CP)- Premier Rene Levesque isto make his 
first visit to Western Canada since becoming premier 
last year when he visits Calgary next Wednesday. 
Levesque's office said today the premier will address a 
luncheon.meeting during the annual Nauonm t~onterence 
of Editorial Writers. 
Levesqne has addressed'students at he University of 
Prince Edward Island and given a speech to the 
Economic Coub in New York City since, the Parti 
Quebeceis was elected. 
Althongh.the premier has not been to Western Canada, 
I~tergo~ernmental Affairs Minister Claude Morin has 
spoken in Winnipeg .and. Econ..omi¢ _..Dev.elopmen~ 
.+ l~inister Bernard Lanm'y nas vmtteo wmmpeg ano 
Vancouver. 
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Amin in coma / 
" after surgery 
NAIROBI Kenya (AP)- replied: "We don't exactly a Soviet surgeon in Kern- 
President ldl Amin of know. But he's in a coma. pala's Nu lsgoH~pi ta l . i~  t broadcast am me presmm ~anda was reportecl by one We believe he'll pull out of 
a coma after undergoing it. I'm going over to the was. accompanied to the 
surgery in a Kampala hospital right now to see hospital Wednesday by 
hospital for an undisclosed what's happening. ' Soviet ambassador = 
ailment. Astles was speaking from Uganda. Dr. Feodor Senkog . 
Robert. Astles, British- office in Kampala. He is a was identified as the 
born confidant of the 51 year white Ugandan citizen surgeon. 
old president, said ins married to a black Ugan- Amin, self.declared f i l l  .: 
telephone interview in dan, Mary  Astlos, who  is marshal and.preeident for 
Mairobi that he has no Ugandan culture minister, e to power in Uganda in 
further details. Earlier today, Radio January, 1971, when he 
Asked for reason for Uganda announced Amin toppled President Milton : 
AJnin's operation, he underwent the operation by Obete in a coup backed by 
Junior army officers . . . .  
His rule has been marked 
by violence and bloodshed 
Moluccans vandalize schools esheaHogedlyel imiMted rival tribes who threatened : 
his grip on the landlocked 
African country.. 
ASSEN, Netherlands 
(AP), Armed gangs ef South 
Molaccana set fire to two 
schools and wounded a 
policeman with gunfire 
Thursday in this northern 
Dutch town where eight of 
their compatriots are on 
trial for .hijacking a train 
and seizing a school last 
May. 
Armed with gasoline 
bombs, the Moluccaus set 
fir ete two schools and 
schools were sent home and 
munici~l authorities aid 
the schools will remain 
closed tmtil Monday. 
When the Moluceans 
eventually broke up, they 
returned to the Molaccan 
district and barricaded 
themselves with large 
pieces of wood spread 
across the reads. Police 
made no immediate attempt 
to remove the barricades. 
than I00 children and their 
teachers was brought o a 
bloodless end and the four 
Moloccaas were arrested.. 
Two hostages.aboard the 
train also died in the resuce 
operation. 
Another, Moluecan was 
subsequently arrested and 
charged with helping plan 
the raids and he is also on 
trial with the seven sur- 
viving gunmen. They face 
up. to 10 years im- 
destroyed one .~ them. Hundreds of extra police prisonmont. 
They. arm attacgea omer with armored vehicles were 
buildings including a hall called .into Amen at.. the 'l'nere have been several 
belonging to the Dutch Red ,boginning of the week for f la re ,ups  invo lv ing  
Croesand thontookshotaat he start of the t~ial which is Molueeans in the 
firemen called in to fight the expected to end today. Netherlands since the end of 
blase. M o i u c e a n s - h a v e the sieges, but the latest 
A 23 year old policeman denounced the trial as a outbreak in Assen was the 
was hit in the stomach by a "faroe." worst. 
Molueean sniper daring the 
eight hour. confrontation. Dutch marines mashed .About L 40,000 Molucoans 
His Condition was dcscrihod the. twin sieges June 11, live in the Netherlands in 60 
as satisfactory following an. killing six of the nine gun- scattered communities. 
islands in Indonesia, once a .Married five times and 
Dutch colony. They have divorced thre~, Amin is 
used  violence in recent reputed to have fathered at 
years to try to force the  least 36 children and once 
Dutch government to back said he planned to have 40. 
their demands. 
.Molucean extremists 
hijacked another train and 
took over. the Indonesian 
consultate in Amsterdam in 
December, 1975, and in 
April of the same year 
police foiled a Moluccan plot 
to kidnap Queen Juliana. 
• Scents Differentiate 
Manufacturers now use 
scents to differentiate their 
products from-the com- 
peting 'brands.. Consumers 
like fragrance because they 
associate ggod smell with a 
job weil done, specialists 
say. 
McCOLL 
REAL ESTATE SERVICES 
I A.J. McCOLL (Notary Public) 
635.6131 3=39.A KALUM STREET 
RURAL - RES IDENTIAL -  PROPERTIES 
•Chllration. men who held about 50 Militants among them QUALITY HOMES-EXTRA FEATURES 
elementary and primary school setge.involving more homeland on their native. :+:~:: . . . . . .  ~?;:~~ ~, ., '~::~ ....... 
Pop tunes soothe 
• " @ " 
Rhodema's race tenmon i i on system in rumpus room family. Features attached SALISBURY Renter, To 
the jingle of a pop tune, 
wh i te  Rhodes ian  
businessmen have begun an 
advertising campaign today 
to improve relations bet- 
wean the country's warring 
soon be here." 
The. campaign is 
organized by chambers of 
commerce and mines, in- 
dustrial and farming 
associations under the 
umbrella of the .Private 
black and white.pepnlations. Sector  Co-ord inat ing  
Its key word is harmony. Committee. 
Its slogan: "You don't Committee .• chairman 
suddenly have to love your Milk Daffy said Rhodesia's 
neighbor - just understand economic future depends on 
him." "the interaction between 
Campaign organizers told people" of the white com- 
a news conference it is not inanity and its black neigh- 
too late. to holster race hera who oulzumber them 
relationain Rhodesia, whose 20 to one. 
wlflte minority government 
is under attack by guerrillas 
of the black majority. 
t 
The jingle, goes: "Har- 
mony, harmony, let's all 
live together in harmony 
and sing away the hurt and 
fear - a great new day will 
complete wlth wet bar. 3 full 
want 
who helped prelate the I 
campaign said: Our ol)- baths. Beautifully landscaped 
jectives are to increase I LlnCludlng garden and 
harmony and decrease L greenhouse. If Ws quality ou 
racial tension." make an appointment to 
The prime target Of the view. 
campaign will be 
Rhodesia's 270,000 whites. COMFORTABLE HOMES 
"We believe the white m |  
communi ty  must make the __  ~. .~+. .  o.. :.:+~ . , , i L ,~ .=~~!;~ y ...... ..
ioitial move to capitalize on g ~ ~ ~ i  ~ ' : -~  
the  latent good will in our 
community,:' hte ad 
executive said. 
The organizers hope the 
theme tune will make the 
Rhodesian hit parade. 
All the advertisements 
PRINCE GEORGE~ B.C. migration authorities that immigration application 
(CP)- Landed immigrant they were living here, and were allowed entry to 
status has been granted to illegally, the two applied for Canada s legal immigrants 
Alfonso Miranda, 25, a political refugee status and on Jan..18, 1977, after six 
native of Chile who .was were turned down. They months in Spain. 
denied status as a political then left for San Francisco 
refugee five months ago. where they were again 
Miranda, a resident of this refused political..refugee 
central British Columbia status after making the 
city~, claimed to be a required application. 
political refugee because of Miranda then left for 
his support for Chilean Hung Kong where he oh- 
Premier.Salvador Alende taised a _visa and even- By JULIET O'NEILL PairiciaMacKay, Toronto 
whose Socialistgovearment tually, his landed ira, OTTAWA (CP)-.A group president of the Canadian 
was overthrown bY a migrant status, of Canadian organizations i Council an Children and 
military Junta. He said he expected to planning a campaign to Youth, said the rights of a 
" I t 's  been like a bad return here in two weeks convince adults .that child begin with prenatal 
dream, just terrible," following'completion f a children have basic rights, nuirltion. 
Miranda said during a medical examination.. He About 20 representatives 
telephone interview from will return with his wife, ' of almost .70 organizations She said children are 
Hung Kong today. . now in Seattle, and hopes to began tossing ideas around taught about a democratic 
"When I left Canaan in bring his two children who Thursday for a national society, in schools that are 
April .I bad a hope of are Hving with his parents in - campaign. Target date's run like dictatorships, and 
returning in two or three Chile. 1979 which has been often are.not permitted to 
weeks and had to leave my Miranda 'is the second declared the International make decisions in situations 
wife.in the U.S." " Chilean to leave Prince Year of the Child by the ~at  affect hem. 
Miranda said he and his George under similar cir- United Nations. 
wife Myrlam moved here in cumstances. The cost, the programs, In rural communities,. 
1975 to.escape .political Rieardo Leiva and bls the public relations children often get self- 
persecution i Chile. family were forced to leave messages and whether esteem with work respon- 
When informed .by ira- the country to make their many children will get in- sibilities essential to .the 
volved.sttll is undecided. family well-being. B.ut city Rail workers children often are relogaten But it is not only help for "to take out the garbage and 
• starving children in that's iL" set demands . v . ,~  countries that the campaign will be aimed Organizations Involved in 
at, said Edward Marks, UN the campaign represent 
.MONTREAL (CP)- Of- an~ailere railways, at the associate director of the children, women, parents, 
mbl . campaign, social service . agents, 
ficials of: 17 .unions.. Union officials say teachers, nutrit ionlsts, 
re resenung xoo,uuu - P . . . . . . . .  s traditional issues' such as "Even in the in- churches, unions, foreign 
.~anamun rauway wor ,m~ . . . . .  -,,~,-,,.~h--,~o,,t,,~,,-,in wages, jon sccumy ano dustriaiizedworld, thereare aid 'experts, Indians, 
"~" "~'° " ' " -~  " "de  penaion Improvements are so many children who are universities and govern- 
drafting . . . . . . . . . . . .  contract deman 's almost certain to be key not properly, immunized, ment. 
as a prelU(le w me ~:um,~-$ . ttam~ largest single r.ouna ot "-_'---' _ . . . . . . .  who are illiterate~ han- 
,~m, oH,,e t-roaiulne Tne ~z umon omemis dicapped, prey to violence They include Girl Guides, 
. . . . . . . .  - "-' meeting here are delegates .and abuse or mal nu~itio~, Boy Scouts, Naitonal 
The current ~wo year from the Associated ne said in an intervm~v. Farmers Union, National 
agreementexplresD.ee. 31. Railway Unions ARU, an Indian. Brotherhood,  
The demands which come organization representing Even the parameters of Canad ian  Teachers  
out of the current meetings U~e 17 unions, childhood differ among Federation, Canqdian 
will be presented during ~e The 5,000 member various organizations, Mental Health Association 
first week of October to Brotherhood of Locomouve countries and provinces. ~nd Canadian Hunger 
Canad ian  Nat iona l  Engineers, which bargained The. question of when life Foundation, among others. 
Railways and Canadian separately during the last begins and the age that The chief organizer is 
Pacific, which also contract negotiations, has childhoQd ends is part of the UNICEF, the UN chidlren's 
bargain,or the country's 1i rejoIned the ARU. debate. ~nd, set up to collect and 
l f rom elementary school. 1300 
In coming weeks b lack  stress black and white l sq .  ft. with large living area 
and white Rhed~ians .will harmonyatailagelevels,at R nd 3 bedrooms. Full 
be bombarded on ~eleviaion work and at home, itmsement wHh nicely finished 
and radio, in eineman,in Radio messages are also |reven~e su.e. 
newspapers and through being• broadcast in the ..... 
pestersin public places with Rhodeaian languages of I 
the cempaignmeszage. - English, Sbonah and BE SMART- GET A 
An advertising executive Ndebele. 
NATIONAL GROUPS 
• y 
Children s rights campaign set 
xovRle aid for the' more ~ee and difnifled life, the 
ihan one billion children in 
teveleping countries. 
The children's year marks 
• he 20th anniversary of the 
D'N declaration of the rights 
the child which include 
the right to special 
3rotecfion /or • a healthy, 
:ight to. social security, 
.nc lud ing  adequate  
~utr i t ion,  hous ing ,  
• ecreation and medical 
~rvicos. and the r ight to 
)rotectien from neglect, 
.ruelty, exploitation and 
~Iscrimination. 
garage. Fireplace. Rumpus 
room with pool table. Floor 
area 1500 sq. ft. Located on 
2.31 acres. Reasonable asking 
price. 
REVENUE SUITES 
Large family home on quiet 
residential street. Basement 
features two revenue suites. • 
With total Income of S260.00 
p.m. Asking price of $~15,0OO. 
Listed MLS. 
START . CUTE & COZY 
~ young cOUple wlTn a, osR,IU I l a.ndrv room. Gas heat. most anyone could afford. [ ~sl~l'n'0 ~)rlce of $2%500. 
• I i ,  
i Bonnie Shaw,. . . . . . . .  es 635-6970 
n .Bud McColi .Hlgl~ rl]Oll • :635-J!562 .
Well kept and newly 
renovated 2 bedroom starter 
on fenced town lot. Close to ell 
facilities. Storage shed. 
T . ;  
Z.'" 
o•  
o. 
ENTERPRISE $ REFRIGERATORS 
6AS & ELEOTRIO Kitchen & 
RANBES INTER-OITY FURNAOES Rec. Vehicle 
DISHWASHERS WAIT WALL SPAOE HEATERS INBLIS WASHERS 
Inglls & Admiral 8,S,W, WATER HEATERS & DRYERS 
+ 20% Off -,'" 
OANADIAN PROPANE , 
lm  ml m,x,.h GAS & OIL LTD, . . .o  
+: 
/: 
. f  
(i 
, j  
.o 
~ ,  
+: 
+. 
t 
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i '  
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LOOKING 
FOR 
19. Help Wanted 43. Rooms for  Rent 
"The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. 6ox 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6357- Terrace 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by cerrler 
Three Dollars (S3,00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
S40,00, Senior Citizens S20.O0 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outslde Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mail 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage in cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
deslrod day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
I. Coming Even!s 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazeile Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7: 30. Play will 
be In room 4, Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players are 
invited, to attend. For part- 
nership or Information phone 
635.7356. (CTF) 
Thornhill Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2rid and 4th Thur- 
sclay every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (Cft) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 5 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more information phone 635 
2847 or 635-3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
3442. 
Meeting - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladies of the Royal Purple) 
,Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxllury Thrift Shop is having a 
½ price sale on all stock this 
saturday, September 10th, 1977. 
Store hours are 11:00 a.m. - 
: 4:30 p.m. and the store Is 
:i Iocateclon Lazelle Ave, lust past 
"i" Spae.Dee Printers. (!)-6) 
: 14. Business Personal 
: KILGREN EXCAVATING 
= Small cat work, 420JD. Land- 
~ scapIng, backfilling, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat- 
.': deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
:" Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
:: (eft-f) 
: E.W. Landscaping 
Box 454, Terrace, B.C. 
Specializing In Lands, Trees, 
: Shrubs, etc. l Complete Tree 
Care - Insect & Eroslon Control, 
! Fendng& Contr-ct Blasting 
6354993 
EUGEN WOESTE 
(o20,21,22 end of Sept.) 
I I I I  
Webb RefriKeration 
4623 SOUCIE 635.2188 
e 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
~) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone 635.5876 
or 438-1231. (df) 
Golden Rule: Odd Jobs for the 
Iobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kalum. (elf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeraflve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 630- 
51176 or 638.1231. (ctf) 
19. Help Wanted 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 08 
(TERRACE) 
Teacher's aid for protectec 
Indergarton class (A.M.) at 
E.T. Kenney Primary 
School. This is a small class for 
multiple handicapped children. 
Experience working with 
children essential. This position 
~ffers work for four (4) hours 
per day. 
For furtbarn Information cal 
.635-4931 or pick up appllcatlor 
forms at 3211 Kenney. (c. 
3,4,5,6) 
Wanted: Mature babyslfler In 
Porksido School area for 2 
children: ages 6 mea. and S 
years. Hours: 9 a.m.. 1:30 p.m. 
for baby. 11:30a.m. • 1:30p.m. 
for $ year old boy $8 per day. 
Phone 638.1520 afternoons. (p. 
3,4,5,6) 
General office help required for 
small office. Reasoneble typing 
speed essential. Reply to Box 
1162 the Dally Herald, stating 
experience and salary ex- 
pactsd. (ctf) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Iicence and police permit 
required. Contact manager 
Terrace Taxi - 635-2242. (cft) 
Wanted - one experienced teller. 
Apply In person to the Bank of 
Montreal. (c.4,5,6) 
i 
Substitute Teachers Required 
School District 88 
(Terrace) 
Applications are requeste~ 
from qualified teachers t© 
suhstltute teach In Terrace and 
Thornhill schools non-cluallfl~ 
persons with relevant trelnlng 
and experience may also apply. 
Please apply In person to tl~ 
District Suporintendent's Of. 
rice, 3211 Kenney, Terrace. 
(o6,7,8,9,10) 
33. For Sale - Misc.  
For Sale: Slab wood call 635. 
2683 (eft.f) 
For Sale: Bunk beds and single 
beds. Phone 635.6829. (p-S,6) 
2 wood cookstoves. Open to 
offers. 635.2435 (c-4,5,6) 
QU-IEENSWAY TRADING 
3215 Kalum. 638.1613 
Terrace most unique second 
hand store. 
You Need It. 
We've Got it .  
Book & Tape Swap 
Guns. Antiques 
Furniture- Appliances 
T.V.s. Stereo's- Lots More 
"For the Best Deal 
In Town" 
Sewing machlnefor sale. Also • 
Phone 635.5927 (p.6,7) 
For Sale: 2.13" Chrome Mogs 
with summer tires. I baby crib. 
Phone 635.3246 (p-6) 
For Sale: Orange Electric 
Organ. Bell and Howell am 
movie camera, projector light 
and screen, ~ box spring and 
mattress, Zenith dryer. Perfect 
condition. RCA Combination 
TV.radlo end record player, 
solid mahogany. Sun cabinet. 
Hold 0 rifles 303 hand.carved 
stock. Kitchen table and 2 
chairs, Beindy Clarinet and 
stand. AM FM stero com. 
blnatlon, tape deck, 2 speakers, 
To view call 635.9749 (p.6,10) 
37. Pets 
For Sale: English Springer 
Spaniel. 2 years. Spayed. 
Looking. for a farm home. 
Furfhel" informatloo Phone 635. 
2013. (p-4,S,6) ... 
Registered toy poodle 6 weeks 
old. Phone 635.3485 (p-6) 
36 Wanted - Misc.  
Responsible person to live In. 
Presence required from 11:30 
p.m.- 7:00 a.m. In exchange for 
room and beard. Contact Lorna 
Romllly at 635.2171 for more 
informatlen. (c-S,6) 
Sleeping room for rent. Private 
entrance. Near town. Very 
reasonable. Phone 635.4013 or 
come In person to 2703 S. Eby St. 
(c-6,7,9,11 ) 
47. Homes for  Rent 
For Rent: Large 2 bedroom 
duplex. Wall to wall carpet, 
fireplace, frldge and stove, 
utility room with washer and 
dryer hookups. Located at 
Kalum Drive. Available sept. 
15, 1977 Phone 635.5634. (p.5,6) 
1 bedroom trailer for rent. 
Frldge and stove included. Has 
table and chairs. Westerhoff 
Apartments, Nelson Rd., New 
Remo. Phone 635.6904. (c.4,S,6) 
1 - 2 bedroom duplex. In 
Thornhlll. Phone 635-ST/5 or 
635-5874 (p-6,7) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
Available Immediately. 1 
bedroom, semi.furnlshnd suites 
c;me to town. Phone 635. 
7318 or 635.7261 (o4,5,6) 
r I "Olinton Mane 
F~rnished or unfurnished studiol 
or 1 bedroom qpartments. J 
Security eMorphone. Sauna~ 
~4~61 / 
638-1032 _ • 
3 bedroom apt. for rent. With 
frldge and stove S185.00. 
Without $100.00. Ready for 
Immediate Occupancy. Phone 
638.1646 or 635.7502 (p-4,5,6) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Utile Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non-drinkers 
only. Phone 635.6611. (ctf) 
Nice one bedroom suite. Close 
to hospital and city center. 
Suitable for a young married 
couple or responsible single 
person. Please phone 635.5359 
(o6) 
2 bedroom basement suite for 
rent. Unfurnished. With frldge 
and stove. No pets. O~ly In- 
terestecl parties call 635.5738. 
Available Immediately. (p-6) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace,  B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom sulte,¢ 
for rent. Frldge, stove; 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets, 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2.  4603 Scott. One, 
two and three bedroom apart. 
meats. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security lock.up and 
)atrbl. 
635-5224 
(clf) 
Advice Offered 
Advice to single women: 
Don't go looking ]or the ideal 
man, a husband is much 
easier to lind. 
Career Opportunity 
Advertising Sales 
The Ter race  Da i ly  Hera ld  recluires an 
enthus ias t i c ,  re l iab le  person  to work  
towards  a fu ture  in  adver t i s ing  sales. 
App l i cants  should be neat in appearance,  
havese l f  management  ab i l i t i es ,  en ioY  
meet ing people and have the ab i l i ty  to 
generate new ideas. Sales exper ience 
wou ld  be an asset. Your  own t ransportat ion 
is necessary.  Fu l l  l ine of company benefits. 
Oppor tun i ty  fo r  Advancements .  
CONTACT: 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
4630 LAZELLE  
TERRACE,  B.C. 
/ 
I I 
49. Hnr~s  for  Sale 
l 
For Sale: By Owner. Well| 
finished 3 bedroom home, i
fireplace, ensulte plumbing,| 
fully carpeted and fully land. i
scaped. 635.7367 (c.3,4,5r6) E_ 
Cozy home, close to schools and 
town, 3 bedrooms, large kit- 
chen, dining area. Full 
basement end carport. Priced 
in thirties. Phone 635.6829 (p.5. 
9) 
FOR SALE 
Premium constructed' 
bedroom home on the bench. 
Finished basement with private 
entrance containing 2additional 
bedrooms or self containing 
renvenue suite. 
Priced to sell at $49,500. 635 
39~ for .appalntment o view 
(ctf.) 
Large house for sale by owner, 
view lot, many special features. 
3905 Westvlew Phone 635.4390 
(c-19,20,2,6,7,11,12,16) 
Owner'ieevlng soon - priced to 
sell. A cozy 3 bedroom, 
modernly built home in Thor- 
nhlll. Features a lovely mural 
In living room - fireplace • 
dining room with patio doors • 
sundeck - lots of kitchen cup. 
boerds - attractive bathroom • 
Iworkshop - laundry room. 
~Thls 1800 sq. ft. home sits on 
Itwo-thirds acres. Furnished or 
Junfurnlshed. Taxes $51.00only 
i For view phone after 4:30 p.m 
lat  635-3986. 
Fr,.), 
i i 
For Sale by Owner. Spacious 
and modern 2 bedroom up- 
stews, large kitchen and living 
room with Franklin fireplace, 
furnished, revenue suite 
downstairs. Lovely yard. 
Phone 635-5733 after 5.p .m. (P 
1,2,4,5,6) . . . .  
2 houses for sale: 1.4 bedroom 
and 1 . 3 bedroom Phone 632- 
6632 (C-6,7,8,9) 
52. Wanted to Rent 
to rent: a 1 or 2 bedroom 
Tracy after 4 Kalum Motel 635- 
2362 Local 24 (p.6,7,8,9) 
55. Property  for  Sale 
.For Sale: 5 acres with House 
and outbuildings. Near town. 
Power end well. Call 635.7394 
after 6 p.m: (p-3,4,5,6,7) 
55. Property  for  Sale 
For Sale: 120 acres, 100 In ha 
In the Drlftwoed area. Ex. 
cellent view, 2 spr!ngs. Phone 
847.3720 after 5 p.m. or write 
Box 821, Smlthers. (p- 
9,14,19,2,6,11) 
57. Automobi les  
For Sale: 1972 Ford 4x4, :/~ ton. 
With radial flres,,bullt-ln radio. 
tape deck. Best reasonable 
offer. Phone 635.4561 after 6 
p.m. and ask for Cal (df) 
1970.Ford Custom, Four~ door 
sedan, 302 cubic inch, 
automatic. 5800 or best offer. 
Phone635.6235 or 635-4328 (cff) 
Transfers - Plates - Sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman & Smith - 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (ctf) 
1970 Sunbeam Arrow, 4 dr. 
sedan 42,OOO miles. Best offer. 
Phone 635.7558 between S:00. 
7:00 p.m. (c.3,4,5,6) 
1976 Corvette, 350 cu. In. 
automatic, 4,000 miles, redlo T. 
AS, B & M Shift kit P ' 
5hitter, Halley and much mm~. 
Immaculate. 09,500 firm. 635. 
9510 after 5 p.m. (p-3,&5,6,7) 
FoP Sale: Chev Vsn s~oo Phone 
635.2102 4623 Hlllcrest Ave. (p. 
4,6,7) 
1974 GMC ~, ton 4x4. Low 
mileage. 635.2231 ask for Lea 
(I~4,S,6,7,O) 
For Sale: 1976 Datsun F10 front 
wheel drive Hatchbeck. Must 
sell. Phone 635.6916 (p.5,6) 
1972 Sports Car 124 Spider Fiat 
1600 c.c., 7,000 miles on rebuilt. 
Richard 635-2171 or 638.8444 If 
not there, leave message. (p. 
5,6) 
1974 Blazer In excellent con. 
dltlen. Asking 03,900 Phone 635. 
4390 (c.19,20,2,6,7,11,12,16) 
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a Professional sell It 
for you. 
Copper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
635.4373 
DL 00605A 
72 Ford Gran.Torlno 4 dr. semi 
H.T., Good running cend. Body 
good . no rust. Very good 
rubber. All served readytogo. 
First 1200 takes It. 5021 
Halllwell Phone 638.1682 (p.6) 
speaker of the House 
"Few women have any 
knowledge o! parliamentary 
/aw." "You don't ~ow my 
wile..She's been ~eaher o! 
the house lOT 25 years." 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
PRESS 
APPRENTICE 
The Ter race  Da i ly  Hera ld  requ i res  a 
young enthus ias t i c ,  re l iab le  person  to 
work  towards  a fu ture  in  the pr in t ing  
indust ry .  
Applicants: ,~.ould be mechanical ly 
inclined ani ~be will ing to accept 
responsibilit 
J CONTAC 
CANADA ~PLOYMENT CENTRE 
4630 LAZ .~LE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
57. Automobi les  
THE CITY OF PRINCE 
RUPERT 
HAS FOR SALE 
keeper Book- 
A local real estate firm requires the services ~f a 
bookkeeper on a per t . t ime basis. The  appl icant  
should  be able  to work  w i thout  superv is ion and 
w i l l  be requ i red  to work  approx imate ly  twe days 
per  week.  Previous exper ience is essential  as 
dut ies  inc lude payro l l  and keeping a complete 
• set of books. Typ ing  exper ience is also required.  
App ly  in person to Mr .  J. Curr ie  at  Pruden & 
Cur r ie  (1976) Ltd.,  4648 Lakelse Ave. ,  Terrace.  
B.C. 
Item I - 1972 Chevrolet Window 
Van, 6 Cyl, Ser No. CJS 
152U174875 
Item 2 ..1969 DodgeVan sar No. 
238 6908, 6 Cyl. 
Item 3 • 1973 Chevrolet ~ tort 
Crew Cab Pickup, S er No. CY 
343B166868 
Item 4 .  1968 GMC Cab and 
Chassis, 6 Cyl Motor Sar No. C9S 
538 1101668 
Item 5.1968 GMC Tilt Cab, Cab 
and Chassis, 3T 966 03850~7F 
VO Motor 
CONDITIONS FOR SALE 
1) As Is, where Is. 
2) A certified cheque for 10 
percent of the amount offered, 
must be enclosed. 
3) The highest or any offer not 
necessarily accepted. 
4) Offers addressed to the un- 
dersigned must be submitted In 
a sealed envelope and clearly 
marked, OFFER "RE 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE" will 
be received up to 3:00 p.m. local 
time, Wednesday, September 
21, 1977. - -  / 
=qulpment may be vtewed at 
.. "'° Stores, Wantsge Read, 
betw.,, e.m. till 4 p./m. 
Monday tu .:rldey. 
G.H. Andersen, 
Purchasing Agent, 
City of Prince Rupert, 
424 West 3rd Avenue,. 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V8J 11.7 
(C-6,11 )
58. Mob i le  Homes 
For Sale 10x44 house trailer. 
Large glass patio doors. A1 for 
leeY shack, work shop, storage 
shed. Terms Sl,300 cash $1,000 
Phone 635.5032 after 6 (c-5.11) 
12x56. 1968 General Trailer. 
Juey shack, stove and frldge, 
washer and dryer. Located In 
Park Ave. trailer court. Phone 
635.5927 Phone after 6:30 p.m. 
• (10-4,5,6,7,8) 
Rental purchase, 24x~ double 
wide In Pine park. 3 bedroom 
ensulte plumbing. Exclusive 
master bedroom. Storage 
room, living room,family room, 
kitchen, ut i l i ty and dining 
rooms. Terms negotiable. "To 
view at see No. 75 at Pine Park 
Phone .564.7235 days. P.G. (c-4. 
0) 
WANTED 
Ambitious boys or girls to do carder 
routes. 
Good experience and earnings for 1he 
right persons. 
Phone Mr. Loiselb 636-6357 
ThoTenaoo Daily Herald 
Doit Now 
aluminum 
Sheets . . . .  
" ' x 36 
n,h.  on . 3.75 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
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Come to Church 
KHOX gHIT ID  
CNURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister Roy. Dave Martyn 
Sunday School 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 11:00 a.m. 
Worshlp service 11:00 a.m. 
f l l l l lAC l  
ALL IANCE 
CNURCH 
Pastor Roy Taylor 
Sunday 9:45. Bible School 
11:00 a.m..  Morning Worship 
7:15 p.m. Evening Service 
Wed. 7:30 p.m.. Bible Study & 
Prayer 
UPLANDS 
SALVAT ION 
ARMY 
4637 Welsh 
Captain: Bill Young 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Workshop 
7:30 Evening Sery).ces 
Man. Cottage meeting 7:30 
Wed. Home league 7:30 
Sat. Youth group 7:30 
phone 
Captain or Mrs. Bill Young. 
I T .  MATTHEW'S  
CIIIURCN 
Anglican Chm'ch of Canada 
4726 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Rev. Lance Stephens- 635.5055 
Church: 6'35.9019 
Church Service 10 a.m. 
Sunday School 10a.m. 
Paster D.K. Hale 635.9398 
Corner of Hell iwell 
and N. Thomas 
o BAPT IST  
MENIHIONITII CIHIURCIHI 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 635-3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship 
Service 
ZION BAPT IST  
CHURCH 
Car. Sparks & Kelth 
Pastor: Paul Mohnlnger 
Office 635-2407 
Home 635-5309 
Sunday, School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:03 a.m. 
CHRIST IAN 
REFORMED 
CHURCH 
Sparks St. at Straume Ave. 
Roy. Arthur Helleman 630.2621 
Sunday School - Terrace 10 a.m. 
Sunday School - Remo 2:30 p.m. 
lh00 a.m. Worship Service 
5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
PENTECOSTAL 
TABERNACLE 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Pastor M. Kennedy 
Office 635.2434 Home 635.5336 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. 
Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
Youth Night Thurs. 7:30 p.m 
SACRED HEART 
Family Worship Service: 1045 PARISH 
a.m. 7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 4830StraumeAve.Terraca 
Study 
Sunday school will resume In Weds. 
the fall. 0:00 p.m. Home Bible Studies 8:30 a.m. 11:30 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
"You are Welcome at 7:30 p.m. 
Uplands" 
*CHRIST 
EVANGEL ICAL  CHURCH OF O0D LUTHERAN FREE CIHIURCIII 
' Car. Park Ave. and Sparks St. CHURCI~ 
Roy. W.H. Tetum 086 River Drive 
3302 Sparks Street 635.5115 Terrace, B.C. Car. Sparks St. & Park Ave. 
Rev. Rolf Nosterud 635.5882 
9:45 Sunday School Rev. R.L. White Morning Service - I1 a.m. 
11:00 Morning Workshop Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
7:30 Evening Services Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. Church School - 9:45 a.m. 
Wednesdey 7:30 p.m. Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m. Sunday School, Confirmation 
Prayer and Bible Study Sunday School 10a.m. Youth and Adult Classes 
................ ....... *.-....... •.... ........ ...._..o..~.~.".....~..-.,...o.o...v;.;o ,; ;o;.; :p:_.' :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:..'.:..:.:.:.:..:-.'.:..%:~:~:.:.: .:~  :.: .: ; .: :.:.~.:.:.'  
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~i!;.~.i:~!!:~i~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;~:~.~i~::~:~;~:~.;:~.~:~:~.:...~::~:~:~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i~:.~:~:~:~:~:~. 
t 
se .  Mobile Homes ' 
For Sale: 1968 12'xS2' Knight 
trailer and 2 Jcey shocks. 
lO'xlS" and 6'x10" asking se,00o 
Phone 635-7451 (p-4,5,6) 
For sale: 1970 Custom Knight 
12x47' furnished. 1 large 
bedroom, furhlfure 3 years old. 
Trailer and furniture In ex- 
cellent condltlon~ Phone 635. 
2691 (p-6,8,11) 
59. Trai ler  Parts 
For 'Sale: Well constructed 
home made 2 house trailer. 
Firm ~ Phone 635-6649 after 5 
p.m. (p.2,6,11,16,21) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
For Sale: 1976 17' Vunguard 
Waller 13 months old. i Fully 
equipped 849.$584 (c.4.8) 
For Sale: 20" mini motorhomo 
1976 model as new $1&000 or 
offers. Phone 635-9561 (p. 
2,3,~,S,6) 
For Sale: 19"/5 Vanguard mini 
motor home completely self. 
contained. Sleeps six. Like new 
condition. Phone ~1S-7202 days 
63S.5"/02 evenings. (p-4,S,6) 
68. Legal 
• OFFERS FORVEHICLES 
OFFERS: Plainly marked on 
rite envelope "Offer on P.T. 
No.T/" will be,received hy the 
undersigned on an Individual or 
fat basis up to 3:00 p.m., Sep- 
tember 30, 1977, for the 
following which may or meg not 
be complete, and located "as Is 
and where Is" at the Ministry of 
Highways Yard, Terrace, B.C.'" 
1971 Intornatlenal &man crew 
ton cab, Model 1210, 
Reference No.S.4348. 
1973 Dodged ton dump truck, 
Model Dll00, Reference No.S- 
4769. 
To ,view or for further In. 
formation, contact the District 
Highways Manager, Ministry of 
Highways, Terrace, B.C. 
Llconces and reglstrutlons are 
not Included. 
Offers must be accompanied by 
a certified cheque or money 
order made payable to the 
Minister of. Finance for  10. 
percent of the bid. If the auc- 
AIB b°°k!et popular OTTAWA ,...ER,LO, ,r.de,, ,, 19T/, .,OE 1, 
• , ' .  . "  , " . • , ' , • . q  * 
i;iii :'c;il; iii | and.Smal l ,  . , , . , ,  // L ".s,.ess \ ,  \ i , , . / ,  
~ 1  ~ ; i / i  ~ . . by JIM SMITH , b ¢ Ja~S~; aidt, it1 ah: as i i  ia~lhefirr ;1to" ,:Paws 
midsW:l'o~ltrhee wt loarte, sienri tohu; tP;r,~ lClamb o°~'r it_Sbbe~rS~na'l~Seafii;dr. 
unemployment mess since paperwork .and tax burden 
• ; the dreary days of the 1930s than the large firm. Not only 
sch°~Sl)S;~Itu;°n;~t;;;ed the ~nucal~di°trsePr~;'it~'l~Se ;°dg°e:" g n°~setrnthnree;t~plt°a}xerca°cltl;~til'r~ 
,More than 24,000 Canadians 
have contacted the Anti-lnflation 
Board (AIB] for a copy of the 
'booklet "Kick the Inflation 
Habit", a publication outlining 
what he consumer can do to help 
• combat inflation. . 
F~gures recently rele~ed by 
the AIB show that peopI:e from 
every region of Canada have 
been i'equesting the booklet,, with 
Ontario leadi0g the way with 
13,796 requests. 
The book covers such'shbjects 
I 
HEmH 
Lawrei~ce E. Lamb, M.D. 
Questions chest pains 
DEAR DR. LAMB For hear t  d i sease  at  a l l .  
the past four to five years I Nevertheless, the sensations 
have been troubled by heart you describe are discomfor- 
poundings and palpitations, ting to say the least and they 
chest  heav iness  and ¢essful bidder subsequently are real. 
wtmd~-Aw~ his nffer, the 10 sometimes chest pain under Exercise seldom reduces . . . . . . . . . .  _ , . . .  . P 
~ - - . .~ .  . . . . .  • .k . .  , , . . , , , Je  my franc,lower rios, after ex- such symptoms in • healthy ~w~le  pmmFwwlwi=w Wl lwn ~ |suw~l  ' • • ' "  x - -  - -  
to fortoltm'e . . . .  . . . . . .  ercismg or after emotion~i~or people except inpe0ple who 
" .physical stress. I have Con-~ ' really it are overdoingbeyond 
The highest or any offer ~vllil not ' ' suited and have confidence in .•. the  level of •. their physical 
necessarily be accepted, but the our two internists. They have fitness: We could take an of- 
bearer of a successful bid will 
be required to pay the 7 percent 
S.S. Tax. 
A.W. Cherlten, Chairmen 
Purchasing Commission, 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B.C. 
AD NO.T/. 1977-78 
August 31, 1977 
(c-6) 
done electrocardiograms 
while I was resting andafter 
exercise, given a str~ss test, 
done blood work, tried Isordil 
on a temporary basis and have 
declared me a healthy middle- 
aged woman. 
I'm 51 years old,5 feet 8 and 
weigh 148 pounds. My blood 
pressure is110 over 70. I had a 
complete hysterectomy in 
1969. My parents are living, 
aged 78. My grandparents died 
of heart disease in their 80s. 
Exercise is a part of our 
family. We swim year roand, 
play tennis, walk and I ride a 
bike. Our habits are moderate 
and we do not smoke or do a 
thing in 'excess. We have la 
dolce vita; " 
'Why then do, these feelings 
persist? When it happens I try 
to ease off the exercise for a 
day or two and then do feel 
better. I also get some relief 
by taking two aspirin or a 
Valium at night when the 
palpitations interfere with 
sleep. They are getting worse 
and I am beginning to treat 
myself like an invalid and 
have almost stopped par- 
flclpating in these sports 
which I love. 
My husband also has the 
same symptoms and he, too, 
.has checked .out in perfect 
health. What to do? Is there 
something we may be doing to 
cause this? Are we overdoing 
the exercise depprtment? I 
would • be grateful for your 
be~EAR READER -- With 
the good evaluation you 
describe it. is unlikely that 
there is anything seriously 
wrong with your heart. 
Palpitations and even certain 
forms of chest discomfort 
with the palpitations can oc- 
cur in people who .have no 
rice worker and have him do 
.too.much exercise too soon 
and he could develop such 
symptoms. He could ac- 
complish the same level of 
fitness without symptoms if
he progresses at a slower 
rate, taking months instead of 
weeks to get in shape. 
Coffee and other drinks con- 
tainingcaffeine may be a fac- 
tor. Since you don't smoke you 
can forget about cigarettes as 
a cause. Digestive disorders 
can trigger such attacks in 
some people. You need to be 
sure you don't have a hiatal 
hernia (hernia of part of the 
s tomach through the 
diaphragm) - and make some 
effort to correct any digestive 
disorders you may have such 
as spastic olon with trapping 
of gas. A good diet including 
adequate amounts of cereal 
• bulk should help in that 
department. 
Anxiety and nervousness 
can contribute to such at- 
~cks. A tranquilizer in these 
instances may help. Regular 
vigoro~ exercise may be 
assocla'ted with a slight 
decrease inpotassium content 
which may be your problem. 
This can be important. To pre- 
vent this, an 8-ounce glass of 
orange juice a day will keep 
your potassium levels up. 
To give you more informa- 
tion on palpitations I am sen- 
ding you The Health Letter 
number  6-12, Hear t  
Irregularities, Skipped Beats, 
Taehycardias. Others who 
want this•information can 
send 50 cents with a long, 
stamped, self-addressed 
envelope for it. Write to me in 
ears of this newsp'aper, P.O. 
Box 1551, .Radio City Station, 
New York, NY 10019. 
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN. ) 
New Business's 
SEALE D TENDERS, marked 
Extens ion ,  E lec t r i ca l  
Olstrlbutlon System and Trailer 
Services fat; Ministry of High- 
ways, Maintenance Establish- 
moat, Salvus Camp. will be 
accepted by the Honourabla the 
Minister, Department of Public 
Works, care of Foreman of 
Works, 4827 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. up to 2 p.m., 
September 26, 1977. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Mlnlst/'y of 
Public Works, 4627 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. und also viewed 
at Government Agents ,Office, 
Terrace, B.C. on und after 
September 7, 1977. 
The lowest or any ~ndm" will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
(c-4,S,6lS 
Swiss Skiing 
Switzerland has 4,000 ski 
instructors at180 ski schools 
and 340 resorts with cross-' 
country ski trails. The tiny 
country lu/s a total of 1,700 
skilifts of various types. 
capable of carrying amillion 
persons an hour. 
! 
re 
ted 
el 
ur bugineeo phone 
listed for your oudomere 
Hot listed in our 
BaG. Tel Direetory s 
K & J Automotives.638-8484 
Village Meats-638-1765 
Free. for ON E month courtesy of the DAI LY H E RALD 
Please Call 636-636"/ 
Board to complain about prices winter. So what is gov. but it must also contribute 
or make inquiries almost 75,000 ernment doing? In typical to urtemployment i surance 
times. 
The spokesman noted that 
these figures do  not include 
information sent to companies 
and unions during the normal 
day-to-day processing of cases. 
"Nor do these figures include 
the dissemination f information 
through such things as annual' 
reports, advertising and public • 
service notices"., he said. 
You'll treasure this lacy 
cape for late-day elegance. 
So feminine, soft, light! 
Crochet scalloped, pineapple 
cape with shawl collar of 3. 
ply lingering yarn. It makes 
a thoughtful gift! Pattern 729: 
' Sizes 36.46 included. 
$L2S for each pattern - cash, 
cheque or money order. 'Add 
25¢ each pattern for first. 
class mail and handling. Send 
to: Laura Whedor, Nesdlecmft 
DepL, (lined name of your 
paper), Address (OnL residents 
add 9~ sales tax). Pdnt plainly 
Pattern Number, Your Name, 
Address. ' 
NEW 1977 NEEDLECRAFT CAT. 
ALOG has 225 desil~ns, 3 free 
patterns'inside. Knit crochet, 
crafts Send 75¢ 
Stitch 'n' Patch Quilts ..... $1.2S 
Crochet with ~uam ...... $1.00 
Crochet a Wordmbe ........ $1.00 
Nifty F'i~ Quilts..... ...... $1.00 
Ripple Cmchal ............ $1.00 
Sew & Knit Book .......... $1.25 
Houdlelxdnt Book ......... $1.00 
Flower Cat.her Bo0t ....... $1.00 
Hairpin Crochet Book ...... $1.00 
Instant Cmhet Book ...... $1.00  
Instant Macrame Book....Sl.O0 
Instant Money Book ....... $1.00  
Complete Gift Book i.; ..... Sl.O0 
Complete Afghans #14....$I.00 
12 Pdze Aflhans #12 ........ 60¢ 
Book of 16 ~..ilts #1 ......... 60tl 
Museum Quilt Book #2 ...... 60~ 
1§ Quilts foe Today #3 ...... 60~ 
Book of 16 Jiffy Rup ........ 60~ 
VERN LEWIS  
invites inquiries about 
TREE FARMER 
KOEHRING- 
BANTAM 
BOMAG 
LOED 
HYDRO-AX 
C.S. JOHNSON 
VULCAN 
MACHINERY & 
EQUIPMENT LTD 
Cowart Road 
CONTACT VERN 
AT: 564-0101 or 
564.0250 
• fashion, our national eaders 
are sticking their fiscal fingers 
in tile economic dike and 
praying for a miracle. 
You can count on one 
thing about  government: 
whenever it gets into econo. 
mic trouble, it responds by 
trying to shore up big busS. 
ness. The assumption in 
Ottawa is that big business 
is the foundation of our 
economy. But,as a new book 
called "Small Business: Build- 
ing a Balanced Economy" 
by York University's Dr. 
Rein Paterson strongly points 
out, big business i n't neces- 
sarily good business. Not, at 
least, for all Canadians. 
Dr. Paterson spent a year 
investigating some of the 
more popular ballet's about 
the merits of big business. 
The results of his investiga. 
tions are surprising. For in- 
stance, although bigbusiness 
is believed to be the most 
significant source of employ- 
ment in Canada,in fact, only 
15% of the big firm's total 
costs are for wages. The 
small firm, on theotherhand, 
pays out approximately 30% 
of its total expenditures a  
wages. So the small firm is 
responsible for more employ- 
ment, per dollar of sales, 
than the large firm. 
Now, you might suspect 
that the government would 
go out of its way to help 
the small businessman. After 
all, a thriving small business 
sector could solve much of 
the employment crisis. But 
the government doesn't see 
it that way. 
and pension fimds on the 
employee's behalf. Mean- 
while, the big firms - which • 
can use machines to replace 
large numbers of workers - 
receive tax breaks from the 
government and are freed 
from much of the paperwork 
that comes with employing 
others. 
The way it works out, the 
small firm is actually paying 
for the social costs that are 
created by the 5ig firm. in 
socialist countries, Dr. Peter- 
son discovered, the big, state- 
owned firms consistently 
lose money; the deficit is 
paid out of taxes on the 
profitable small firms. 
Andwhat about he theory 
that the small firm,gets thx 
concessions that aren't avail- 
able to big business? Dr. 
Paterson found that' the 
average smallest corporation 
actually pays 27.7% tax on 
earnings while the biggest 
corporation, after allowing 
for capital incentives, pays  
28%. In other words, the so. 
called "dual corporate tax 
rate" which the government 
claims means much lower 
taxes for small business than 
for big business i a sham. 
The Canadian Federation 
of Independent Business has 
suggested that UIC and CPP 
contributions should he re- 
moved from the employer's 
responsibilities and tied in 
to the income tax system. 
,Dr. Peterson's findings,back, 
up the Federation and prove 
• it's time the government quit 
relying on fiscal fingers in 
the economic dike. 
/ 
4)  
Say it where all yc 
potential custom  rs 
will see it. 
MR. RETAILER 
Just re/ax.., weT~, fo 
the selling for 
TIlE DAILY ilERAt l) 
636-6357 
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COMICS 
the  da i ly  hera ld  
ON THE LIGHTER SIDE 
CrossworC The Wizard of Id by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
, i ,  
y. C..Au~I" "rHi~ 
=---~UN~ UT'FERiN ~ 
Pt~OFAN IT~ ~ 
3: I~ID NA~ ~HOUT" 7 
~--  ~ l i L t l l l l t l  lii, ttLlilU,i~it,illllliiltlilli{lltl, 
f 
1"HEY ~R5 PUNCHED 
UP A ~tl" ~Nm-t ~ 
i 
l 
! 
) ! 
ACROSS 
1 Grafted 
(Her.) 
5 Corrida 
cheer 
8 French 
composer 
12 Regan's 
father 
13 Stabilizing 
airfoil 
14 Among 
15 Culinary 
by .Eugene Sheffer 
37 Distant 53 Require 
33 Shine DOWN 
41 Machine 1 River in 
cart Germany 
42 Miss West 2 ~dy 
45 Hazard 3 Capture 
46 Strutting 4 Before 
dance 5 Bid 
48 Feed the 6 Elevator 
kitty 7 Abstract 
49 Time of being 
life 8 Artist of 
50 Arrow Alencon 
contests poison 9 Cupid 
r ' s  A r k  1,,,Botty_,,; 51Companion 10Charge Bone , , .  of pretzels aga inst .  
' oy Addison song hit start or property 
18 Summer cue II Excess of 
in Lille or tore chances 
~ 19 Favorite Avg. solution time: 26 min. 
20 S~a birds 
~ i - ' *  21 Mongrel 
• 22 Edison 
or Jones 
16 23 Lon~ 
, stories of 
adventure 
!O  ~ 26 Porch 
30 Jewish 
month 
31 Johat in 
O~ Gaelic 
~ ~  3~ Acute 
33 Mom and 
Pop 
_ .-. ...__.. ~c Ve,~. smai 1 
~ ~-- m~ k Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
B.C. 
L~ D (_.~"r~FF ~"  I~C,K'! 
I / .  " 
e" i  I .<, 
by johnny hart 
) l 5 
12 
'S 
18 
NNN 
23 24 ~5 
30 
33 
NNN N 
5~, 39 10 ~1 
b 7 B' 
14 
17 
N 
Hagar the Horrible 
Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau 
16 Musical 
work 
=mphhm 
91 Custodian 
Denary 
Weaken 
24 Most of 
radar 
A fish 
26 Duct 
27 Born 
38 Ending for 
war or glad 
29 Some 
31 Native of: 
Your individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
IzOR FRIDAY, 
8EMIgI~EIt 9, I~/7 
t 
' (Mar. ~.i to Apr. =3) 
A pleasant surprise indicated 
-- Imslbly the settlement of an 
outstanding obligation. 
Ranance litghlightecl, too. 
TAURUS 
A splendid period in wld~ to 
plan home improvements; also 
to give set,to thought o a 
~pr~erty deal 
financial interests especially 
favored. 
s Grrr ws 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Tip-top Jupiter influences 
foster more of the grit and 
ingenuity that won laurels for 
you in the past. This will be a 
good day for innovations. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Don't be tricked by the 
bizarre. Overactivity also 
unwise. A well-reguiated day 
will bring achievement, 
stimulate incentive. Avoid 
obstinacy. 
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
a suffix GDMINI ~ Some unusual activities in- ~ - de plume (May 22 to June 21) Docile With your innate ingenuity, dicated, but certain tedious 
37 Counterfeits ynuwllllproboblydiscovermore matters will require attention 
38 Seize ' than one novel way of meeting nonetheless. Pep them up with 
roughly day's demands. Others are one of those ingenious "twists" 
at which you are so adept. 39 Start for competing for Identical goals. 
or man - push on! PISCES ~/ r~,  age 
@ Italian . (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
CANCER ~ Some trends changing. 
noble house (June 22 to July 23) Synchronize your activities to 41 Coufiulng ' 
structure StoUar lnfluenees warn accomodate.Curbatendancym 
4Z Thick mop against indiscretion, un- become overly emotional in a 
of hair eonvent/onality. Stress your re lat ive ly  unimportant 
43 To the shel- Innate conservatism -- 
feted side especially in dealings with the situation. 
44 Pieced out OlppoMte Iml. 
46 Start for 
mine or 
bine 
47 Get by 
effort 
i o Ill 
NN 
...... N/~,,~ " ,~/ 
I dlll 
 il/ll 
|1111    
ll iil 
by Dik Browne 
BY Abigail Van Buren 
© 1977 by The Chicago Tr! bun e,N.Y.N ews Synd. Iflo. 
Teen Drivers: A 
Ghostly Warning 
DEAR ABBY: Last summer you wrote something that 
I ~ ~#~r~ [ [ virtu~llly saved mY life ~d m~Ybo t~e livee °f many 
ZM/~X~T7~5OON " ,,,M/VT"J~. _ R . /~/  ,~J~nS"f~, others. I had just gotten my driver's license and that 
] I~_O~_~TF~F/S/ON If/ELL, ] ZV~CIOT. tlN'/;.A ~ ] ~ -'d4~f- _q~:n~ P= column really opened my eyes. IthinkaboutiteverytimeI 
I I ~IH ~ON J~ l  YOU0/P, ~/~ '  ~ [ ~ ~y0/N~ -~;T~=~,-,7~- I turn on the ignition in my car. 
[ - /~  T LOOK LIKE JO,~IE ,,u~:~ I 70/]0. ~ffi w~/ / I am, enclosing it. Please run it again. And run it every 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ] ~ - -  i*,,,, / year for those kids who may have missed it. 
impact as the one to which you refer. I shall repeat It with 
•pleasure: 
PLEASE GOD, I'M ONLY 17 
The day Idied was an ordinary school day. How lwlah I 
had taken the busl But I was too cool for the, bus. I 
remember how I wheedled the ear out of Morn. Special 
favor." I nleaded, "All the kids drive." When the 2:50 bell 
rang,'l t~ew all my books in the_ locker: I was free. until 
B 8:40 tomorrow morning! I ran to the parsing tog: exca~a ~. Catfish ~ Bog tbe thought of d~iving aear and being m_Y own be_as.,'eel 
O [en It doesn't matter how the accident happened. I wan 
. goofing off-going too fast. Taking crazy chances. But I 
remember was passing an old lady who seemed to be going 
awfully slow. I heard the deafening crash and feltatorrMe 
jolt. Glass and steel flew everywhere. ~W wnme ms~v 
mangled, I was saturated with blood. Pieces el lagge 
( glass were stirldng out all over. Strange that I couldn't feel 
anything. 
~ t .  J ~ ~  ' Hey, don't null that sheet over mY head. I can't be dead. 
rm only 17, r've got a date tonight. I m supposed to ~ow 
up and have n wonderful life. I haven't lived ye~. •cen'~ 
dead. 
The Amazing SPIDER-MAN Oryptoquip 
, ~ H~yl  ff ~=.  ~'# ~ ' ~eTHIN~ 
14.F...~.~_."R.~,'?, . ~, .~,~. ' .1  I ,~  ,~  \-W~88#N~/ A I ~ ~ l i t  ~e. . .  ~ 
jS~' N lmv~ r,c~a. 61~w~, ~ -  KINC.~O| N.I 1~- .~# XHIWSHN,WML XHZ'S  XHIWS-  
I ~ ~ i  TNHSA , SE  XELLTZWMS UTNAUM 
Yesterday s Cryptoquip--MUGGY SUMMER RAINSTORM 
ADDS TO ORDINARY MISERY. 
~) 1977 KIn8 Features Syndicate, Inc. 
Todsy'~ Cryptoqulp clue: T equals U 
t ~ ~ ~  ~! i  ~ ~  ~ ~ The Crypt°quIp is a simple substitution cipher In which each 
'letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
' will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
[ ~ / / y ~  ~ ~ and words using an apostrophe can give you clu~ to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. 
(July 24 to Au~ =3) 
11ram may be a Mtob in 
certain arrangements now -- 
especially those involving 
traveL Be prepared to ira- 
pro~Ise. 
(Aug. 24 to sept. =3) 
To be avoided: irrational 
moves, hasty conclusions, 
mis judgments through 
carele~mesa or prejudice. This 
won't be difficult ff you display 
your usual foresight 
(Sept. ~ to Oct. 23) 
An "My" sort ~ day, much 
dl~andl~ on your initiative and 
good Judgment. You have 
plenty of p~etury backing to 
carry out worthwhile moves 
and plank, however. 
sco m 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. ~) 
Influences beneficent. Take 
advantage by pressing on 
toward lo(tY objectives. Job and 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
always eager to be numbered 
among the front-runners in 
ambitious and worthwhile 
enterprises even though you 
may, at times, become 
dispirited over your life's work 
or your means. You usually rise 
above such moods, however, 
because you are not only 
ingenious and basically el)" 
timistic, but have that im- 
portant "will to win." You have 
an affinity for science and may 
• be especially attracted to 
electronics or physics; may do 
important research work in 
either field. You could succeed 
in the theater -- as a~r, 
producer, playwright or critic 
and, with your gift for writing, 
would make an excellent 
Journalist. Other areas in 
which, properly trained, you 
could excel: teaching, painting, 
any occupation which involves 
travel. Birthdate of: Luigi 
Galvant, ItaL physicist: Leo 
Tolstol, Russian author. 
Later I was placed in a drawer. My folks had to identify 
me. Why did they have to see me like this? Why did I have 
to look at Mom's eyes when she faced the most terrible 
ordeal of her life? Dad suddenly ooked like an old man. He 
told the man in charge, "Yes, he is my son." 
The funeral was a weird experience. I saw all my 
relatives and friends walk toward the casket. They passed 
by, one by one, and looked at me with the saddest eyes rye 
ever seen. Some of my buddies were crying. A few of the 
girls touched my hand and sobbed as they walked away. 
Please.,.somebody...wake me upl Get me out of here. I
can't bear to see my Morn and Dad so broken up. My 
grandparents are so racked with grief they can barely 
walk. My brother and sisters are like zombies. They move 
like robots. In a daze, everybodyl No one can believe this. 
And I can't believe it, either. 
Please don,t bury reel Fin not deadl I have a lot of living 
to ds! I want to laugh and run again. I want to sing and 
dance. Please don't put me in the ground. I promise if you 
give me just one more chance, God, Ill be the most careful 
driver in the whole world. All I want is one more chance. 
Please, God, rm only 17! 
DEAR ABBY: I certainly hope you or your readers can 
help me with my problem. Is there such a group as 
"Spenders Anonymous" for "Clothes-ahollcs?" If not, I 
would be interested in starting a local chapter. 
We are a lower middle-income family. I started working 
recently to help with family finances, but all I do is ~hopl I 
am compulsive about buying clothes, and I can't se~m to. 
control myself. 
Please help me. I am desperate. 
McKINNEY, TEX. 
DEAR MeKINNEY: If there is such a group, I~1 surely 
hear about it and let you know. If not, there ought o be. 
DEAR ABBY: Am I wrong for refusing to sleep with the 
man Ilove because he wants his dog to sleep on the floor of 
our bedroom? 
Whey I walked out, he said the dog always lept on the 
floor in the same bedroom with him and his first wife, who 
is now deceased. 
Abby, I have never had dogs and I am not •used to them. 
I told him he could put the dog in the other bedroo.m, hut 
he said he wouldn t do it-that next to his decease~l wife, 
the dog came first. So where do I stand? 
NO DOG LOVER 
DEAR NO: Right behind his dog. 
DEAR ABBY: My older sister irritates me no end. 
She never takes my word for anything. She always has to 
check it out.. If I were in the habit of lying, I could 
understand it, but I'm not. I always try to stick to the 
truth. 
Another thing about her that bugs me is that if I happen 
tobe out when she phones me, when she finally reaches me 
she always asks where I've been. Abby, I just hate having 
to account for my whereabouts. She doesn t have to know 
every move I make l 
I'm not a child. Far from it. I'm a married woman in my, 
40s. 
Any Suggestions'? YOUNGER SISTER 
DEAR SISTER: Yes, grow up. You're still intimidated 
by your older sister. Don't blame her if you lack the 
courage to tell her that: (a) you resent her checking out 
' h every~dng you say because youre generally trut ful, and 
(be if you want her to know where you've been, you'll 
volunteer the information. I 
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal 
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A,, Calif. 90069. 
Enclose stamped, self.addressed nvelope, please. 
